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Why can't every room

be a living room?

Laminate flooring that's durable.
livable end affordable.

That's the beauty of genuine
Pergo. Visit pergo.com
or call 1-800-33PERGO.
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While our competition was preoccupied with the 
superficial, we focused on what really matters.
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Let’s be frank. While other manufacturers fiddle with frivolous exterior shapes and appendages, we have steadfastly 

focused on solving the real issue: keeping your home odor-free. Pardon us if we get a little technical, but our patented 

centrifugal blower system is simply the most efficient on the market. And this unique system doesn't use filters, which 

means less maintenance to you. Now that’s really attractive. Obsessive? Absolutely, and proud of it, after all we've been 

making the ultimate in home ventilation systems for over 70 years. Visit www.ventahood.com

Obsessively Single-Minded
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ANATOMY of A GENIUS

THE FOOT

TORSEN CEMTER DIfTERENTlAL 
instantly traufm power away from wks^ 
that art siippmg to time with grip.

qu«ttPO* ALL-WHEEL DRIVE 
Enhances perfimnanct in dry conditiom. while also optimuing 

traction and lateral gr^ inadetrst weather conditions.

PERFORMANCE AOVANTAOE
Dominating virtually mry race series it entered, gnattro
ad-wkeel driet woi; banned ftr its ‘unfair advantage,'

Fig. 321. - Fourth-generation quauro ail-wheel drive system.
For enhanced performance, ccxitrol and confidence regardless of road conditions.

In 1980, Audi introduced quattro. an all-whefd drive system with such unparalleled traction, stability and control, it dominated 

the World Rally circuit. Twenty-four years later, it still dominate, giving the A3 L incomparable grip and agility regardless 

of road conditions. Considered the benchmark, it is one of the countless innovatitms fouml on this premium luxury sedan, and 

epitomizes nur philosophy of Never Follow. The Audi AS L. The world's most intelligently designed car.
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The Henri Sofa by Bernhardt It'H more than a piece of furniture. It's a part of you. 
Find out ultout our coUectionK or locate a dealer near 
you. Call 1.866.365.4220 or visit www.bemhardt.com.

The Hernhardt family has been craftingfinefurniture siru e 1889.

BERNHARDT



riFor beautiful skin at any ageII

Dayle Haddon

AGE 55
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Dermo-Expertise

New 2-in-1 technology 
for double the anti-aging action: 

de-crinkles and illuminates.
AGE PERFECTInnovation For 

Mature Skin

DOUBLE ACTION TREATMENT

1. De-crinkles 2. Illuminates
THwith Elastium 

hydrates for new resilience.

85%* ‘saw smoother skin.

with Pure Vitamin C to target 
age spots and even skin tone.

92%* ̂ saw brighter skin.
LOR

AGE
PERFECT*

Double Aciton 
De-Crinkling & Illuminating 

Treatment!
Ela$iium’“ * PureViumtn C

For skircare advice visit www,lofealparis.com
Mat

Dermo-Expertise.
From Research to Beauty.

Because You're Worth It."

For mature skin over 50.

L'OREAL
PARIS



Shopping List
to play chess, but the size of this game might make the whole 
thing more obvious, and anyway, what’s there to lose, wandering 
around the lawn with a whiskey sour and a white knight? What 
better gift for someone who has lent you their house in the 
mountains for a week?

Sheer fabrics. Say the kids are sharing a room at the beach and 
they can’t stand each other. Say you have a porch at the beach- 
why not a quick wall of sheer fabric hanging across the side, or 
draped over a four-poster bed or off the rail of an arbor, or tented 
under the branch of a tree? Hotels are often the best source of 
decorating ideas, and though it has been around for a while, every 
time I see the two-story sheer white curtain rippling across the 
porch at the Delano, I am delighted by the effect.

Daybeds. A completely underrated piece of furniture; no room 
should be without one. I’m not talking about the chaise longue, 
which really doesn’t belong anywhere but the bedroom. I’m talk
ing about antique pieces, such as those found at Amy Perlin 
Antiques, preferably Italian or Spanish, eighteenth or nineteenth 
century, that look like long benches with wooden sides on cither 
end and a narrow mattress or pallet of upholstery. They are easy 
to move. Two people can sit on one together; they arc perfectly 
positioned in window bays or in front of fireplaces or alongside 
bookcases. The point is obvious: a day bed for daydreams.

And for that new daybed, there is a new translation of Proust’s 
masterpiece out from Viking Penguin, and it’s so good that even 
those of us who have never made it through the first volume 
might actually have another crack at it. I know Proust didn’t get 
out of bed much, but judging from his fixation on the things 

around him, he must have made some 
pretty great shopping lists. Or go get a 
DVD of Five Easy Pieces and ponder 
the consequences of a generation that 
began by making the existential crisis 
a term of high art, only to end up in the 
warm domestic embrace of Something’s 
Gotta Give. Two movies (and a book) in 
■w^ich the houses are at least as signif
icant and interesting as the characters. 
Living well begins at home.

don’t usually write shopping columns, and only a month ago 
I was writing about getting rid of things. Tliis isn’t hypocrisy 
It is a submission to the great Cycle of Belonging, which can 
never be at rest. Things go out. Things come in. A few things 
caught my eye recently, and they’re worth sharing.

Hats. Everyone could do with the .sun protection lecture; 
I will reserve some special words for gardeners. Just because you 
are looking down at weeds all day long docs not mean that your 
face is protected. You need a hat. Just because you need a hat does 
not mean you have to look like someone’s embarrassing, well, sub
urban mother. (I say this referring to myself, according to my son.) 
Why is it that gardening clothes have to look like the sartorial 
equivalent of granola? Worthy, good for you, either too serious 
(another denim work shirt.’) or too silly I’l] walk in the footsteps 
of the legendary Katharine White, who wore her Ferragamos in 
the garden out of respect for her flowers. There are dozens of gor
geous hats out there, for which we pay a small fortune, and which 
we never wear, because they are too nice, and who really goes to 
garden parties anymore? Meanwhile, we all wear the plain brown 
straw things, and of course everyone comes by to visit and have a 
glass of wine and a good gossip while you are weeding. Time to 
wear the nice hat to do the hard work. The loveliest hats I’ve seen 
recently arc at the splendid new shop at the New York Botanical 
Garden (and while you are there, visit the best and biggest garden 
bookstore in the country). The hats, by Peter Beaton of Nantucket, 
are pale straw and wide-brimmed, but the most cunning thing 
about them is that the interior is lined in pink straw. I once vis
ited a very pink bedroom (canopy bed covered in chintz, lined 
in pink silk) and I asked a prestigious 
decorator what man would sleep in 
such a bed, and he said, “Don’t be silly, 
all men want to climb into bed with 
Mummy, and anyway, pink is so kind 
to the skin.” Just as true in the flower 
bed, dear readers.

The Horchow catalog is advertising 
a chess and checkers set for playing 
outdoors, and though my 15-ycar-oId 
thinks this is a revolting idea (his idea 
of outdoor play is a Game Boy in the 
hammock), I think it is terrific. Since 
this is the modern age, the knee-high 
pieces are made of resin and fiber
glass. but that means a normal person 
can move them, I have never been able

I

Dominjque Brownmg, editor
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The event designer shares his insights on the 
art of hosting parties big and small.
BY Shax Riegler
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Colorful art^owcased against a quietly
classical backdrop defines architect and interior 
designer Richard Mishaan’s highly personal 

vacation retreat, by Paul O'Donnell

Mission Accomplished 74
Reenvisioning Arts and Crafts style 
through a modernist lens, architect and 
designer Alan Wanzenberg creates a 
gracious wood and stone weekend house 
in upstate New York, by Mayer Rus

Prime Time 82
Interior designer Scott Sanders 
shows NBC president Jeff Zucker 
and his wife, Caryn. how to pull 
together a beach house the easy way. 
BY Ingrid Abramovitch

Happy Hunting 88
Beautiful fabrics, antiques store
finds, and a light palette transform a 
gloomy lodge into an airy country 
house. PRODUCED BY Cynthia Frank.

Sea Change 96
A villa on Capri offers the right mix
of tranquillity and visual inspiration to 
Fiona Swarovski. who comes here to 
relax and dream up new designs for 
her family's crystal business, by Cornelia Lauf

Natural Growth 102
With her grassroots movement poised for 
media overload. MaryJane Butters, the 
entrepreneur of organic everything, digs in 
to keep it real, by Elizabeth Pochoda

The Element of Surprise 108
Self-sowed plants, unusual vegetable 
combinations, and the happy accidents 
of nature thrive in two gardens,

BY Tom Christopher

ON THE COVER
Gilt-edged pitcher and goblets by Murano glassmaker 
Nason & Moretti are set on a custom-designed table 
by Fiona Swarvoski. Cristobal plates by Albert Pinto for 
Raynaud Limoges sit atop chargers by Este, Italy. 
Photographed bv Matthias Petrus Schaller.
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What The Well-Dressed Ceiling
is Wearing This Season.

MozanibK)u«' («462-896)
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Presenting the Gallery Edition^ collection. A unique selection of Hunterpeiling fans, 
available exclusively at The Home Depot " and EXPO" Design Center.The Gallery 
Edition collection offers all the craftsmanship, quality and whispw-quiet performance 
you expect from Hunter. Along with style so stunning, it takes celling fans to the 
next level—and dresses your home for any occasion.

Certain models may be available via special order in select stores.
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Domestir Bliss
AT HOME WITH... DAVID E. MONN

PLANNING PARTIES IS EVENT DESIGNER DAVID MONN’S PASSION. HERE HE 
SHARES INSIGHTS ON THE ART OF HOSTING GATHERINGS BIG AND SMALL

When you 
entertain, you 
don't have to 
reinvent the 
wheel,** says
event designer David 
E. Monn. who has 
produced parties for 
such companies as 
Dom Perignon, LVMH. 
MBO, and the New 
York Public Library. “I 
used to think I had to 
make the table look 
entirely different every 
time I had a dinner 
party." No one can say 
that Monn didn’t give it 
a good try, collecting 
more than 70 china 
patterns, with 12 dinner 
plates in each, over the 
years. But now, wiser 
and mellower, Monn has 
learned which pieces 
he loves most, and 
thus uses most, making 
hosting in his home, 
a modern apartment 
29 stories above New 
York City, a much 
easier undertaking. l>

i U

}

David Monn and Sammy, 
a Cavalier King Charles 
spaniel, at Monn's 
elegantly set table. ‘'At 
home,” he says, “rather 
than cut flowers, I 
like to use potted plants 
in simple terra-cotta 
pots as a centerpiece. 
And in summer it's 
beautiful just to fill a 
bowl with ripe vegetables 
from your garden or 
a roadside fMm stand.”



AT HOME WITH
DAVID MONN
> Monn has been hailed by corporate and private 
clients for creating magical yet ephemeral 
environments, which, after all, only exist for one 
night. Whether the affair is grand or intimate, no 
detail is too small to be made perfect. Por at-home 
entertaining, his first rule is to build a collection 
of tableware based on a color. "If you start with your 
favorite color group—blues, greens, lavenders, 
whatever-your table will make a very personal 
statement,” says Monn, whose own preferred palette 
comprises earth tones and gold accents. "It also 
helps you to edit your collection. You don't have to 
buy complete sets of matching pieces. Get twelve 
dinner plates in one pattern and smaller plates, 
bowls, and other pieces in others. Because they’re all 
in the same palette, the pieces can always be mixed 
together. The color becomes your theme, and your 
friends will always associate that color with you.”

This black-
and-white-
themed party
was the u/timate fn
simplicity, but
the impact was
so dramatic. All we
did was repeat
one element in
different scales. The
whole thing was
punctuated by the

'Always use place cards.
even at small dinner parties. When
I have just six guests. I'll do cards.
Menu cards are also simple to make.
I type them up on my computer
in a font like Copperplate or
Kunst/er Script. After you print
them out, dress them up with
a motif like a flower or color that
is appropriate to the theme
o/your party. These smalt details
make your guests feet special."

BE A COOK. DONT TRY TO BE A CHEF.‘Everyone looks best in candlelight,
but a couple of candlesticks at a long table don't 
really do anything. At every party, I sprinkle several 
tiny votivcs around each place. Thot way people are 
lit fay a glow from underneath as well as from taller 
candles. It's like they're suffused in candlelight."

WHEN PEOPLE COME TO YOUR HOME FOR DINNER, THEY AREN’T 
EXPECTING THE FOOD TO BE THE SAME AS A RESTAURANT’S, SO 

FIND WHAT YOU DO WELL AND STICK TO IT. ONE OF MY FAVORITE 
THINGS TO SERVE IS MEAT LOAF, AND MY GUESTS ALWAYS LOVE IT.’

>WHENIMAVEA 
GROUP OF PEOPLE 
OVER FOR DINNER

4*
Serve food on platters
and in beautiful serving dishes, and 
let guests help themselves, t never 
serve food on the plate, 
because I don’t want toOR A PARTY. I DO WHAT A 

FRIEND OF MINE DOES AND 
E-MAIL EVERYONE A FEW 
NOTES ABOUT WHO ELSE 
IS GOING TO BE THERE.
IT WARMS PEOPLE UP, SO 
THAT WHEN EVERYONE 
IS TOGETHER YOU DON'T 

HAVE TO SPEND SO MUCH 
TIME ON THAT INITIAL 
AWKWARD BANTER.”

make people feet like they 
have to eat something 
they might not like. I 
collect pieces of old 
hotel silver. Their classic 
shapes—practical and 
solid-look great on 
o table." At Bergdorf 
Goodman. NYC. 
800-558-1855. and 
Saks Fifth Avenue, 
877-55h7257-
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MOVE TO 
ANOTHEPROOM 
FORCOFPEE 
AND DESSERT. 
USUALLY BY 
THAT POINT IN 
THE EVENING, 
EVERYONE IS TIRED 
OF SITTING AND 
it's REFRESHING 
TO CHANGE 
THE SCENERY.”

‘Keep
centerpieces
simple.
/ prefer florat 
arrar\gemer\ts that 
are a profusion 
of one kind of 
flower. If you mix 
foo many kinds 
together, they lose 
their impact— 
you don't see the 
flowers anymore."

"Making individual
drinks for each guest 
can get complicated. 
Thti simplest thing? Just 
say, ‘Can I offer you a 
glass o/champagne?' 
when a guest ornVes 
arjd you'll never go 
wrong. / love these 
exquisite glasses from 
Takashimaya-in all 
sizes—and use them 
at every meal on any 
table. They 
fine and delicate that 
you feel how luxurious 
they are when you pick 
them up." D. Ehrlich 
champagne glass. $38. 
Takashimaya. NYC. 
300-753-2033.

< “When you have weekend
guests, make up a simple breakfast tray and 
- leave it outside their room.

Everyone appreciates a 
^ /itt/e extra private time in 
L the morning." Withi'ts 
5 raised edges and handles.

this rattan tray makes 
H| carrying easy. $75, 

WiUiam-Wayne. 800- 
Hjl 3I8-3435- For other 

items, see Shopping.
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FOR ME, NAPKIN RINGS ARE TABOO. THERE ARE SOME 
THINGS THAT JUST DIDN’T NEED TO BE INVENTED.”

Nothing feels better than a starched
/men napkin. Buy a dozen in white and you'll

worry. These simple /lemstifchec/ ones fromnever
Williams-Sonoma are a favorite of mine [$52
for a set of four; 677-SI2-6235J. Pememter, dinner
napkins should always be at least 22 inches square.

If you have a beautiful wood For perfect napkins: Remove^om washing
table, why hide it under a tablecloth? machine after rinse cycle; while they are damp, spread
I set my plates on these silver trivets. flat and spray with starch; fold in half, roll up, and store
which help protect the finish but let in a ziplock bag in the freezer. On day 0/party, take
enjoy the warm, rich glow of the wood." out, let thaw for 10 to 75 minutes, then iron. □



Fabric O
HOW TO MIX PATTERN AND SCALE
WE PICK THREE FABRICS AND SUGGEST HOW TO
BUILD A DECOR AROUND THEM BY Sabine Rothman

with a geometric pattern
such as a check or

>> Large-patterned V 
fabrics become ,
the focus of a room.
And to cover furniture, ' 
you’ll need extra 
material, says Dellatore, 
so your upholsterer “can 
center the motif.” Mia 
Chair, from Country 
Swedish. For more fabrics, 
see houseandgarden.com.

stripe. “Slipcovers let 
you take a chance on a 
wild look," says Carl 
Dellatore, an upholsterer 
and textile designer, 
whose D&F Workroom 
made these slipcovers 
for us. “The feeling is just 
right for summer."

(26
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GREEN PARTY
Although these three

upholstery patterns 
vary greatly in 
scale and mood, 

they are unified by 
multiple, yet similar, 
shades of green. 
Because the hues 

are complementary, 
you can put all three 

fabrics to use in the 
same room—imagine 

slipcovers in one, curtains 
! in another, and pillows 

or accents in the third.
Prom left: Grass in green. 

Lattice in green, and Tulip in 
red, all from Beth Rawlinson 

Studio, bethrawlinton.com.

SUMMER BRIGHTS
IAt this time of year, use colors 

that pack a lot of punch.
Your rooms can handle it. 
Nothing feels fresher—or says 
sumnr>er more-than vivid 
color against a crisp white 
background. If you're 
wary of mixing several 
patterns, sprinkle 

^ a few white pillows 

^ on slipcovered 
furniture and 

around the room.

Hampton in grass 
green, Saya Gata in yellow, 

and Potalla in pink and 
lime, all by Alan Campbell, 
available through Quadrille, i.
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BEACHY KEEN
Pink and brown make a 
chic match. With their bold, 
artisanal graphics, these 
Fabrics lend a perfect casual 

feel to a sunny room. 
Cover chairs

in big florals 
* and do

Roman shades 
in brown.

Prom left: Hable 
Construction’s 

Checker in rose, 
Galbraith & Paul’s 

Sweet Pea in 
chocolate, and Hable 

Construction's Poppy 
in pink; all through 

A.M. Collections. O

/

27
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SPORTY. STURDY PERFECT FOR THE SHORE OR THE BACKYARD-IT'S 
THIS SEASON’S BEST OUTDOOR UMBRELLA. NEW FROM DONGHIA

ne of the 
signature sights 
of summer is a 
big. open beach 

umbrella. Seen from afar, 
it adds a welcoming shot 
of color to the scenery, 
be it the seashore or the 
backyard. When Donghia 
decided to introduce 
an umbrella this year, 
the furnishing and fabric 
house known for its robust, 
modern styles asked 
English designer Glyn Peter 
Machin to create one for 
its Sumatra line of outdoor 
furniture. His rugged yet 
elegant design takes its cues 
from yacht building, with 
a skeleton in marine-grade 
teak finished with solid 
brass elements. Apart from 
the hand crank, all 
of the mechanical parts are 
tucked away inside the 
hollow, fortified pole, allowing 
the materials to sp>eak 
for themselves. To top it 
off. the canopy can be 
finished in materials of the 
customer’s choice—Donghia 
recommends any of its 
indoor/outdoor lines, all in 
weather- and fade-resistant 
Sunbrella fabrics. Choose a 
brilliant stripe from the Kauai 
line to strike a celebratory 
note, or pick a classic 
saturated solid. The umbrella 
will instantly spruce up a 
patio and create a perfect 
shady spot, -jessc will

o

For graphic punch, we 
upholitored the underside of 
Donghia's Regatta umbrella 
in the company's Kauai fabric 
in light green and white; the 
background is in orange and rad. 
Donghia furnishings are 
available through architects and 
designers. For a list of design 
center referral services, see 
Shopping pages, back of book.



Nothing wrong with a little pampering now and then, but we ve always felt that 
luxury need not be frivolous. That’s why we loaded the Hyundai XG350L with 
thoughtfully luxurious features like heated seats and minrore, standard leather 
and woodgrain-trlmmed interior, even climate control with an automatic smog 
sensor. And best of all. you never have to say “Home. Jamesr ($25,599 as shown,)

America’s Best Warranty””
10-Year/100,000-Mile Powertrain Protection
S-Year/60.000-Mile Butnper-to-Bumper Coverage
5-Year/UnlimiteO Miles 24-hr. Roadside Assistance 
hyundaiUSA.com

(®) HYunom

Win



Need pampering? www.hyundaiwinatrip.com

We want to pamper you outside your car too.

Enter to win a trip for two to an award-winning U.S. resort.
Probably only one thing can beat affordable luxury. And that’s free 
luxury. It shouldn’t be any surprise that Hyundai brings you both. 
When you visit vk^ww.hyundaiwinatrip.com, you’ll get a chance to take 
your favorite person for a decadent five-day stay at one of the most 
acclaimed hotels in the U.S. Just another way that with Hyundai, you win.

Prize includes:

Coach round-trip airfare for two 
Four nights/five days at the resort 
Two signature spa treatments at the resort 
Two signature dinners for two at the resort 
hyundaiwinatrip.com

HYunoni

Win

•04 HyiiniHi I ■ .lAmeica
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ADVERTISEMENT

All Access. All Weekend. All Over Again.

THE

INSTITUTE
October 22-24, 2004 * New York City

Join 300 passionate epicures for the second annual Gourmet Institute—a behind-the-scenes 

look into the world of Gourmet at our headquarters, located at 4 Times Square in New York City.

Marcus Samualsson and Ruth Reichl Sara MouKon Rcoco DiSpinto Mario Batali and Lidia Baatianicti

Meet Editor in Chief Ruth Reichl and her team as they bring the magazine to life • Step inaide our eight test Kitchens and photo 

studios • Get up close and personal with Executive Chef Sara Moulton • Learn the latest cooking techniques from the world's most 

celebrated chefs, including Mario Batali, Rocco DiSpirito, Thomas Keller, Eric RIpert, Charlie Trotter and Jean-Georges 

Vongerichten • Taste incredible wines from all over the world with winemakers, sommeliers and Gourmet Wine Consultant 

Michael Green • Experience the cuisines and wines from the hottest destinations around the globe • Enjoy an exclusive private 

dinner at one of New York’s most acclaimed restaurants • Kick-off the weekend with a festive gala at the legendary Rainbow Room

Visit our Web site at www.Gourmetlnstitute.com 
or call 888-308-6133 to purchase tickets.

Use your MasterCard® card, the preferred card of The Gourmet Institute to purchase your event tickets, 
and receive a Gourmet gift (value: $30).

Participants include: Academia Barilla - All-Clad ' The Cayman Islands Department of Tourism ' Champagne Veuve Clicquot * Cuisinart 
FIJI Water • Gallo of Sonoma • Goya • Grey Goose Vodka • Ontario Tourism Marketing Partnership Corporation • Ruffino 
San Diego Convention & Visitors Bureau • Scottsdale Convention & Visitors Bureau ■ South African Tourism • Sub-Zero 

Switzerland Tourism • Viking • Wines From Spain • Trade Commission of Spain

Gourmet it proud to provide 1,000 warm and nulrilioua meals to homebound, elderly New Yorkers through Citymeals-on-Wheels.



Setting theTableDOMESTIC BUSS

WITH ITS STUNNING SHAPES AND BEAUTIFUL COLORS. AN ECLECTIC 
COLLECTION OF 19TH-CENTURY MAJOLICA SUGGESTS A PERFECT 
WAY TO DELIGHT DINNER GUESTS THIS SUMMER BY Shax Pieglep

A s an architectural 
historian, 

Barbaralee 
Diamonstein- 

Spielvogel has an eye 
for unusual form. So it s 
no wonder she is drawn 
to majolica, the Victorian 
En^ish tableware femed 
for vivid, e^thy ^azes 
and elaborate or^ic 
motifs of flowers, 
vegetables, fish, and 
fowl. On these pages 
are pieces from the 
collection kept at her 
family’s house in 
Southampton, New York. 
“It’s a seaside house,” 
she says. “Majolica’s 
colors and naturalistic 
forms suit the spirit here. 
It has many sea morifs.” 
The pottery’s history also 
has its allure. “Majolica” 
is a corruption of 
the medieval name for 
the island of Majorca, 
via which lustrous 
earthenware from 
Moorish Spain traveled 
to Italy beginning in the 
I200S. Italian craftsmen > 
SW*lv«t lining » sitting 
room in
Di»mon»t*in-Sf^vog*l * 
Soirthompten Sous* hold 
larg* pr*s*nt»tion 
of m*jolic», this p»g«- 
Sine* majolica's thick 
gUxas r*p*l water, many 
pieces, like the garden 
s*et at left, were made 
for use outdoors and in 
conservatories- ■ Leaf 
green majolic* with bright 
accents, opposite page 
(not* the teacup's pink 
interior), create an mvrtmg 
breakfast table setting.
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1 Di«fnon>t«in-Spi*lvog*l 
fills dolphin and shall 
compotes with lemons, 
limes, green grapes,
ivy, and sometimes flowers 
for use as centerpieces.
2 “It looks like a 
contemporary abstraction," 
she says of this fish motif 
plate. 3 Cobalt'hued 
antique Bristol glassware 
height ens the blues in the 
plate and the dolphin 
candy dish. Patterns that 
incorporate birds are a 
pun on the family name 
(“Vogel" being German 
for “bird"). Por mere, see 
houseandgarden.com.

copied the style. Their work, in 
turn, inspired England’s Minton 
pottery works to unveil a line 
called Majolica in 1851. It took 
the public by storm, sparking 
imitations from firms such 
as Wedgwood and Holdcroft.
“English makers hold the top 
of the market, but prices for 
Continental and American pieces 
are catching up,” says Melissa 
Bennie, a Christie’s specialist in 
European ceramics. The most 
ornate, .sculptural pieces can fetch 
tens of thousands of dollars, but 
good simple plates go for a few 
hundred, (Fine reproductions are available. Minton now reissues 
limited editions of one of its prized teapots each year; Mottahedch 
creates beautiful detailed copies.) Despite its high value, Victorian 
majolica needn’t be treated with kid gloves, Diamonstein- Spielvogel 
insists: “ It’s not merely decorative. We use it all the time.”
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WHERETO LOOK FOR 
ANTIQUE MAJOLICA

*
■ Nicolaus Boston Antiques London. 
011-44-20-7937*2257. majolica.co.uk.
■ Cara Antiques caraantiques.com.
■ OVSTERPLATES.COM.
■ Sparrows, Inc. Kensington, MD. 
88S-800-1235. sparrows.com,
■ Strawser Auctions Wolcottville, IN. 
260-854-2859. strawserauctions.com.
■ Trilogy Antiques Dallas, TX. 
972-599-1914. emajolica.com.
■ Charles Washburne antiques 
Chappaqua. NY. 914-238-4130. 
maJolica.net.
■ For More Information: Majolica 
International Society, majolica-society.com. 
Majolica: A Complete Wisfory and 
Illustrated Survey, by Marilyn G. Karmason 
with Joan B, Stacke (Abrams, $75)-
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Botanical Garden & Museum of Art

presents

Dijhtn^ Craji I:
Colkctingfor the New Millennium

YOUR LIGHTER 
SIDE HAS 
TASTEBUDS TOO.

Nashville’s Cheelcwood Museum
of Art is proud to host an extra-
ordinary’ exliibition, D^ntn^ Crafi 1:
Colkctingfor the New Milknnium.

with works from such greats as
architect Frank Gehry and
American glass-making legend At Panera Bread.' all of our salads are 

prepared by hand with the freshest 

ingredients and our sandwiches are 

served on bread that's baked fresh daily. 

And for the carb-conscious. we even 

have three breads under 6 net carbs per 

slice and four salad varieties all under 

16 net carbs. So you can eat food that 

tastes good and feel good about doing it.

Dale Chihuly.

Organized and circulated by the
Museum of Arts & Design. New
York. Defining Craft I includes
no works by American and
international artists whose
innovations have shaped craft
over the past 25 years. The one-
of-a-kind exhibition includes nor
only stellar craft artists but also
fine artists such as photographer 
Cindy Sherman. Pop-artist Roy 
Lichtenstein, and conceptual 
artist James Turrell.

Bistro Steak Salad (6 net carbs)
Delicate field greens, crisp romaine, lightly 
seasoned steak filets, walnuts, gorgonzola 
cheese and our zesty balsamic vinaigrette.

Caesar Salad (15 net carbs)
Romaine lettuce, Asiago-Parmesan cheese, 
homemade Asiago cheese croutons and our 
special Caesar dressing.

Greek Salad (12 net carbs)
Romaine lettuce, vine-ripened tomatoes, feta 
cheese, red onions, Kalamata olives, cracked 
pepper and our Greek dressing.

Classic Caf4 Salad (10 net carbs)
Mixed field greens and romaine lettuce topped 
with vine-ripened tomatoes, cucumbers, red 
onions and our balsamic vinaigrette.

Grilled Chicken Caesar Salad (16 net carbs) 
Romaine lettuce, grilled chicken, Asiago- 
Parmesan cheese, homemade Asiago cheese 
croutons and our special Caesar dressing.

AUGUST 28 - NOVEMBER I4 
Nashville. Tennessee

For more information;
6155568000

www.cheekwood.org

sponsored by:

Fireman’s
Fund

A company of the Allianz Group

www.panerabread.com
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THE WILDER SIDE OF MAINE BLUEBERRIES
BY Lopa Zapubin

WAIFUj 
FAHCAKI ^

VtWI ilmM'

For the ultimate wild
blueberry breakfast, use
the Williams'Sonoma
Waffle & Pancake
Mix and top with
Blueberry Syrup from
Stonewall Kitchen.
williams-sonoma.com.
stonewallkitchen.com.

■ Wild Maine blueberries may be much 
smaller than the commercially grown variety, 
but they pack a lot more flavor than their 
bigger, blander relatives. And no other fruit 
comes packaged in so many forms, while 
still retaining the intensity of its flavor and 
its delightful texture.

Spun Blueberry
i Money from Blue 
i Barrens Farm is a must

in tea or even straight 
out of the jar. It's 
especially tasty with 
sheep's milk cheeses, 

j such as Brin d'Amour. 
207-483-4196.
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With a hint of blueberry, 
the Blueberry Cream 
Soda from Rocky Bay 
Brewery is sure to 
become one of your 
favorite summertime 
drinks. Add a scoop of 
vanilla ice cream for 
a great blueberry soda 
float. 207-596-0300.

The canned blueberries 
from Maine Goodies 
are the best I have 
tasted. The blueberries 
in water are ideal 
for baking muffins, and 
the ones in syrup 
are good for sauces or a 
blueberry crisp. 
mainegoodies.com.

Two of my favorite 
blueberry Jams are by 
Stonewall Kitchen and 
Maine Jams & Jellies, 
from Maine Goodies. 
Toast and English 
muffins are transformed 
with some melted 
butter and delicious 
wild blueberry jam.

Blueberries are great 
antioxidants. I drink 
Wyman's Wild Blueberry 
Juice from Maine 
Goodies, and use 
blueberry concentrate 
from Traverse Bay 
Farms for smoothies or 
refreshing spritzers. 
traversebayfarms.com.

Spruce Mountain 
Blueberries' Wild 
Blueberry Chutney has 
a hint of almond.
With its savory and 
sweet flavors, it makes a 
delightful accompaniment 
to either grilled 
lamb chops or chicken. 
207-236-3538.
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Uncorked DOMESTIC BLISS

ANDES GOLD RUSH
THE MOUNTAIN SLOPES ON BOTH SIDES OF THE BORDER BETWEEN CHILE AND

ARGENTINA ARE COVETED GROUND FOR PRODUCING EXCEPTIONAL WHITE WINES
BY Jay McInerney

of the Andes without hitting a winemaker or 
chateau owner from Bordeaux.

While the red wines of both countries are dis
tinct enough to merit separate treatment (stay 
tuned), the whites produced from French varietals 
on both slopes are fairly similar in quality and style, 
and more than ready to compete in world markets. 
Viognier, pinot gris, and chcnin blanc may make 
the cut someday, but sauvignon blanc and espe
cially chardonnay are the smart buys this summer.

The Argentine landscape is characterized by 
sweeping, big-sky American vistas, whereas on the 
Chilean side the vineyards of the Central Valley 
are bounded on one side by the coastal range and 
on the other by the Andes, frequently shrouded 
in mist. The vines arrived with the conquistadors 
in 1554 and flourished in idyllic isolation, miracu
lously escaping the worldwide phylloxera blight of 
the nineteenth century. This viticultural Eden was 
home to a half dozen huge domestic wineries, like 
Cousino Macul and Concha y Toro, which pros
pered by quenching the local thirst for heavy reds. 
But it was the founding of Montes by a quartet of 
Chilean wine industry veterans, including Aurelio 
Montes, in 1988 that signaled the beginning of 
the modern, export-oriented era. In the early ’90s, 
as Augusto Pinochet’s long dictatorship gave way 
to a democratically elected government, Chile 
began to attract foreign wine capital.

The ocean-cooled Casablanca region, north of 
Santiago, has proven ideal for chardonnay— 
Montes sources its chardonnay grapes from 
the area, as does the venerable firm Errazuriz. 
Today, Ca.sablanca is the source of the best Chilean 
chards, many the product of French and American 
investment. Chilean-born Agustin F. Himceus, 
who became a major figure in Napa as president 
of Franciscan, co-founded the Veramonte estate 
in Casablanca in 1990. Almost simultaneously, 
Alexandra Marnier-Lapostolle, granddaughter 
of the creator of Grand Marnier, founded 
Casa Lapostolle and hired Michel Rolland, the 
world’s most famous flying oenologist, as con
sulting winemaker. They chose Casablanca for

“I os Andes, the snowcappc*d, skyscraping moun
tain range that separates Chile from Argentina, 
is one of the few things the two countries have 

■ in common. Chile is sometimes called 
the Switzerland of South America; Argentina is a 
lot like Italy, only more so. International bankers 
love Chile; Argentina recently welshed on some 
$151 billion in loans. Chileans generally respect 
traffic signs and speed limits, while Argentines 
drive the way bats fly, hell-bent, obeying their 
own personal radar. But thanks to the Andes, 
the countries have something else in common: 
the lower slopes and plateaus on both sides are 
a viticultural paradise. The French, not exactly 
famous for respecting terroir other than their 
own, have been paying close attention to this 
bounty, and at this point you can hardlv pop a 
champagne cork in a hotel lobby on either side

Th* valley floor and 
atpocially tho lower 
slopes of the Andes have 
been attraetins serious 
foreign winemakers 
and foreign investors 
eager to capitalize 
on the superb terroir.

MOUSE & GASDEN AUGUST 200438



WHY PUT JUST ANY FINISH ON YOUR WOOD
WHEN YOU CAN PUT CWF-UV® IN YOUR WOOD?

Only Flood GA/F-UV* is fortified 
with Penetrol? the industry-renowned 
formula trusted by professionals for 
providing unsurpassed penetration. 
While ordinary dear finishes just sit 
on the surface, Flood CWF-UV 
penetrates deep inside the wood 
pores to lock in beauty and superior 
protection against both moisture and 
sun damage. Guaranteed!

Flood CWF-UV is guaranteed against 
water damage, graying from UV, 
blistering and peeling for 4 years on 
siding and 2 years on decks.

To find a dealer near you or for your 
project assistance, call 1-800-321-3444 
or visit www.floodco.com.

Do something amazing.TM

O 2004 The Flood Company



UncorkedBRING HOME A

KITCHEN
THAT TRULY

SATISFIES.

traces its roots back to 1899, although 
its modern era begins in 1982, when 
third-generation Nicolas Catena had 
an epiphany while visiting the Robert 
Mondavi winery in Napa and decided 
to take the family’s plonk factory 
upmarket. The three chardonnays 
produced here, starting with the $10 
Alamos bottlings, represent excep
tional value. Bodega Norton, founded 
in 1895 by an Englishman to satisfy 
the Argentine thirst for cheap, oxi
dized reds, has undergone a similar 
transformation and now produces the 
best sauvignon blanc that I encoun
tered in Argentina.

At prices ranging from $10 to $25, 
Chilean and Argentine chardonnays 
represent a great value these days, in 
part because of low land and labor 
costs. They also seem to have more 
natural acidity than other new-world 
examples, which makes for more refresh
ing summer drinking. You don’t have to 
picture the snowcapped Andes in the 
background as you sip them in the dog 
days, but I know I will.

the chardonnay vineyards, planting on 
a series of steep hillsides. Chilean viti
culture has been largely a valley floor 
affair, but Lapostolle’s example is being 
followed by others. This past April, on 
the verge of the harvest, I spent a 
morning tromping those hilly vineyards 
with the wry, multilingual Rolland. 
Long after his neighbors on the flats 
had harvested, he plucked and tasted 
grapes, deciding which parcels to pick 
first. This hillside farming is expensive, 
requiring drip irrigation, but the results 
speak for themselves.

acques and Francois Lurton, 
scions of the great Bordeaux fam
ily, have wineries on both sides of 
the Andes. TTieir Gran Araucano 

sauvignon blanc is probably Chile’s best- 
no surprise, since their family produces 
some of the finest white bordeaux. For
tunately for the brothers, the plane trip 
between Santiago, Chile, and Mendoza, 
Argentina, is just about an hour.

The low-rise, canal-laced city of 
Mendoza is the center of fine wine pro
duction in Argentina. The canal ^ 
system, which dates back to the , 
original Indian inhabitants, extends 
throughout Mendoza Province, 
bringing runoff from the Andes 
to the orchards and vineyards of 
the arid region. The “terraces,' 
plateaus, that rise toward the eastern 
slopes of the Andes in a series of cli
mactic gradations provide succes
sively cooler microclimates that can 
essentially be matched to the ripen
ing requirements of different grapes.

Vines have flourished here since 
the late 1500s, but the dawn of mod
ern viticulture might be dated from 
the arrival of the French firm Moct 
& Chandon, which established a 
huge sparkling wine facility in i960.
In the mid-’90S, Chandon founded 
a still wine domaine, Terrazas de Ix>s 
Andes, refurbishing an 1898 winery 
and planting new vineyards. Its 
chardonnay vineyards occupy the 
highest terraces, above 3,000 feet.

Catena Zapata, with its new 
7?ri<?«r-meets-the-Mayans winery,

J

Visit a participating 
Brand Source* store, 

and receive up to $150 
by mail when you purchase 

select KitchenAid appliances*

In addition, receive a 
3-piece barbeque set* 

with the purchase of select 
side-by-side refrigerators 

or Ensemble™ laundry pair.

□

THE OENO FILE
■ 2002 Catena Mendoza Chardonnay 
From vineyards topping out at over 
5.000 feet, a classic vanilla and 
beeswax nose with nice ripe fruit and 
body. Silky texture and honey finish. 
Sophisticated stuff. S24
■ 2002 Ca$a Lapostolle Cuvee 
Alexandre Casablanca Chardonnay 
New-world? Old-world? Both. But 
burgundy is seldom this fat. A mouthful 
of caramelized pineapple balanced by 
lemon acidity and a hint of minerals. $lfi
■ 2003 Terrazas oe los Andes Alto 
Mendoza Chardonnay Bright, citrusy, 
and lean, with just enough flesh in
the right places. A party chard and a 
great valua. $10
■ 2001 Vina Crrazuriz Wild Ferment 
Casablanca Valley Chardonnay A 
rich chard with a Puligny-ltke mineral 
streak undar the vanilla and honey. $20
■ 2003 Haras Elegance Maipo Valley 
Chardonnay Lives up to its name- 
elegant. delicate, almost Chablisian 
style, with lots of slap-me-again lemon- 
lime acidity. $25

or

Yeui NllOHaOTHOOD '

brandsource.com 
877-GO-BRAND

offw or^ See store for qualifyiriQ modeK 
and mailm ceiVficate. Offer valid at particoating 
AVB Brat>d Source stores iufy tS, Z004 through 
August S, 2004. Id leam more about the entire 
KjtchenAid line, wrsrt KitchenAjd.com or call 
1-800-422-1230. Registered/TM of KitchenAid, 
USA02004. BIWIDSOURCE'Is a registered 
trademark of Associated Volume Buyers, Inc.

FOR THE WAY IT'S MADE.*
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Make it legendary. Make it KitchenAid.

Step 1: Select ingredients from the Architect* Series
Built-in Refrigerator. Saute and bake with the
48" dual fuel range featuring two full-size ovens.

Step 2: Clean small loads three times faster’ with the
KitchenAid* Briva”" in-sink dishwasher. Now clean
utensils are always at the ready.

Step 3: Surround yourself with delicious inspiration.

*When I 
include

Registered tredemerli/TM tredemerk of KitchenAid. U S A. 02003. All rights reseived

equipped with the opuonal high-performance water heater. Briva " in-sink dishwasher does not 
s faucet. To learn more about the entire KitchenAid* line, visit KitchenAid.com or call 1,800.422.1230.

FOR THE WAY IT'S MADE.'



Is The Laughing Cow* shortage 
driving you crazy?

fftc L3^0Mng Cow,

Yeah, us too.
All The Laughing Cow* cheeses have become very popular — not only among low-carb dieters, 
but for everyone else looking for a delicious, healthy snack. So they may be hard to find right now.
We're working hard to quickly Increase our production capabilities to bring you more cheese, 
more often.
In the meantime, we thank you for your patience.
If you csw^’t find one Laughing Cow,^ 
product, why not try another? All are 
great tasting, portion controlled, and 
have just 1 gram of carbs.

o

For more information, visit thelaughingcow.com.



A Case for Coleus IN OR OUT OF FASHION, THIS 
UNAPOLOGETICALLY COLORFUL PLANT IS THE RARITY THAT WILL THRIVE 

THROUGH THE DOG DAYS OF SUMMER TO THE FIRST FROST Ih} ctt

PMOTOGR&PMED BY ANN STRATTON
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long with hoscas,
dayiilies, and dinner-

plate dahlias,
coleuses axe the
bane of the

plant snob. The bold—some say 
gaudy—leaves were so overused 
in nineteenth-century municipal 
carpet bedding that a backlash 
occurred and lasted for more 
than a century. Lately, coleus has 
had something of a renaissance. 
Breeders have developed varieties 
with elegant new colors and 
textures, such as ‘The Line,' This 
tasteful chartreuse number sports 
an understated burgundy midrib 
and is de rigueur among the planty 
set, eliciting declarations like “I 
hate coleus, but I love ‘The Line.’ ” 

Issues of fashion aside, 
coleus remains a flamboyant yet 
serviceable plant. There arc few 
annuals (coleus is actually a tender 
perennial) that take the garden 
throu^ the dead zone of August to 
final frost with such ease and color. 
It makes a ^eat container subject, 
but you can win real hort points 
by weaving imxisual colors and leaf 
textures into a mixed border with 
shrubs and perennials. Coleus will 
fill in the gaps left by mid-season 
deserters like bleeding hearts 
and poppies, and will add interest 
to dull areas when early-summer- 
blooming perennials have gone 
by. What’s not to like about that?
■ MAINTENANCE Coleuses 
are part of the mint family 
(you can recognize this clan by 
its square stems), and though 
they are not winter hardy, they 
share their cousins’ vigorous 
growth habit. Pinchir^ them 
back and watering them regularly 
is about all you must do to have 
great-looking plants all summer.
■ LIGHT Coleuses seem to keep 
the best color In partial shade, 
though many varieties will thrive 
in deeper shade or full sun,
■ PROPAGATION Start with 
small, new plants each year, or 
take a favored variety through 
winter. Just root cuttings in water 
and pot them up as houseplants; 
transplant them in summer. □

‘Christmas Candy’

Flictin Skirts
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‘Saturn’

r ‘Elsley’ Tilt-a-Whirl’

Fright Night'

Solar Sunrise
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Starting af *20,995* ► 7*year or 70,000-nfiile Powertrain Limited Worranlyt included ► For more about ovailoble seating ond storacSTOWbii^

THE ALL-NEW CHRYSLER TOWN & COUNTRY

Can inspiration make the minivan even more amazing? Yes. Car]

of seats fold into the floor, giving you tons of sp

With exclusive Stow 'n Go-seal
'Storting at pric« for 

Tronsferabie toaUQUl UP



or to take a vii .1 teskin . visit CHRYSLER.COM/TOWNCOUNTRY, or call T800.CHRYSLER ► M RY

*

INSPIRATION COMES STANDARD

it make a mountain of stuff cfisappear? Yes. And can two rows

Dce one minute and room for seven the next?

ng and storage—amazingly, yes.
{ . _ model. Price of ioeg wheelbase model, os shown, ^35,750. MSRP excludes tax. tSee dealer for a copf of this limited warronty. 
-.■■-.ii wtth fee, A deductil^e applies. tOnly on long wheelbose models. For more information about Chrysler Finonciol, ask your locol deoler.

Chrvskr tinaiM i«l

Ftnsneing your ODve.
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G^rowingbusiness

Flower Power A BIODYNAMIC GARDEN PROVIDES INGREDIENTS 
FOR COSMETICS AND LESSONS FOR EVERY GARDENER

extracting the rose’s essence. Each flower is 
picked before sunrise, mashed with mortar and 
pestle, mixed with well water, and left to stand in 
the dark. At sunset and sunrise, the mixture is 
exposed to light and given a good stir. After seven 
days it is reduced to ash, remixed, and aged for a 
year, like a wine. At Dr. Hauschka, the end result 
is spoken of in mystical terms. It is called “the 
mother substance.”

Hauschka devotees—Brad Pitt and Madonna 
among them—are equally fanatical about the com
pany’s products, which arc made of extracts of 
plants .such as quince, birch, and blackthorn, grown 
in a biodynamic garden in Eckwaldcn, avillagc bor
dered by a luxuriant mountain range knovm as the 
Swabian Alb. The truly curious, including Prince 
Charles and fashion designer Stella McCartney, 
have even made the journey there.

The garden, Warmth Ash Light Ash (WALA) 
Heilmittel, has been in existence since the 1950s. It 
was laid out by Dr. Rudolf Hauschka, the Viennese 
chemist who invented the water-based method

t is early summer, and the red damask rose.s, 
plump and fragrant, are ready to be harvested. 
They are destined to become the key ingredi
ent in Rose Day Cream, a moisturizer in the 

Dr, Hau.schka Skin Care line. But at the company’s 
meticulously tended garden in Germany, the rose’s 
transformation—like everything else here—will 
require patience and a good deal of faith.

Rolf Bucher, the charismatic former banker 
who has devoted himself to the garden for 
20 years, explains the painstaking process of

Damask ros«s are 
picked before sunrise, 
then ground to make 
rose extract, top.
■ in summer, a team 
of gardeners tends 
the garden, right, 
from early nnorning 
until nightfall.

P&ODUCCD BY STEPHEN ORR ■ PHOTOGRAPHED BY ALEXANDRE BAlLHACME48



A SECRET TO GREAT BOTTLED WATER.

You don't have to start your own bottled water factory to get clean, cold, great-tasting water for your family. Now you 
can get bottled water quality at your fingertips with Kenmore refrigerators with POR Ultimate water filtration. Only 
Kenmore has PDR Ultimate filtration. Only Sears has Kenmore.

Kenmore® is a registered trademark of Sears Brands. LLC. ©2004 P&G
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of plant extraction that the company uses to 
manufacture its cosmetics, which keep for long 
periods without preservatives. Hauschka was a 
disciple of Rudolf Steiner, an Austrian philoso
pher who founded a worldwide spiritual move
ment, anthroposophy, in the early twentieth 
century. Steiner was a polymath whose ideas 
on a wide variety of subjects were enormously 
influential. His observations on child develop

ment led to the founding of 
the Waldorf school system; 
Kandinsky and Mondrian 
used his color theories; his 
architecture talks inspired 
Le Corbusier.

Steiner is also considered 
the godfather of the modern 
organic movement. In 1924, a 
group of farmers in Silesia, 
which is now part of Poland, 
worried that industrial agri
culture was leading to the 
degradation of the soil and 
the food supply. They invited 
Steiner to meet with them. 
His lectures on agriculture 
launched a farming move
ment still practiced from 
upstate New %rk to Australia; 
biodynamics. WALA is one of 
the oldest gardens in the world 
that still abides by Steiner’s 
methods, which are even more

rigorous than the strictest organic approach. In an 
organic garden, natural pesticides and fertilizers 
substitute for chemical treatments, so there is 
minimal impact on the environment. A biody
namic gardener does not treat for pests, working 
instead to create an environment where plants 
can thrive even if pests are present. “It’s not that 
1 love aphids," Bucher says. “It’s the idea that you 
must work with nature.”

The first impression ofWALA is of manicured 
perfection punctuated by areas of controlled wild- 

We want strict rows and perfect-looking 
beds,” Bucher says, “but we 
also want meadows to attract 
wildlife.” On one side of the 
ii-acre garden is a pond filled 
with water lilies; on the other, 
an allee of lime, cherry, and 
apple trees, Beds arc filled 
with more than 150 medicinal 
plants, including nasturtium, 
which is said to calm inflamed 
skin, and witch hazel, which 
acts as an astringent. As Dr. 
Hauschka has grown (the 
company’s annual sales are 
more than $60 million), it 
has had to train farmers else
where in biodynamic tech
niques, including Turkey (for 
damask roses), Romania, and 
Bulgaria. But Bucher manages

ness.

Rom potaU aro pullad 
from tho flewar 
whon they aro at poak 
vitality, immodiatoiy 
aftor the harveit, abova. 
■ Sovoral plants, including 
cowslip and chamomilo, 
top right, aro driod 
for uso in homoopathic 
romodios and body 
oils. ■ Hoad gardonor 
Rolf Buchor, right, 
drios flowors—usod to 
ntaka cloansing croanrw 
on silk mosh framos.
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to harvest an imprejwive 12,125 pounds 
of plants each year at WALA for the 
production of Dr. Hauschka’s mois
turizers and skin toners. (The plants 
arc used also for a line of homeo
pathic remedies.) “This is paradise,”
Bucher says, “but it is one where you 
have to work, I'm afraid.”

Biodynamics is a holistic system.
To that end, there are more than 
40 compost heaps at WALA, each 
neatly tended and covered with 
straw and consisting of plant mate
rial from the garden and manure 
produced by cows at the company’s 
nearby farm. The air in the garden 
hums with the sound of half a mil
lion bees, including almost 30 vari
eties of wild bees, which Bucher 
lures with hives made of straw that 
are drilled and filled with plant 
pollen. The wild bees “are important 
pollinators that fly at lower temper
atures than honeybees,” savs Bucher, 
oblivious to the ones that regularly 
land on his shoulder.

To the outsider, some biodynamic 
practices can seem like a kind of 
weird alchemy verging on hocus- 
pocus. “Rhythm carries life," said 
Steiner, who believed that planetary 
cycles influence plant growth. At 
WALA, moon cycles and other 

cosmic movements dictate 
planting and harvesting 

schedules. Stranger still are some 
biodvnamic soil preparations, which 

arc like homeopathic remedies for 
the garden. In one, fresh manure 
is placed in a cow horn, buried 
in autumn, and removed in 
spring, when it is mixed with 
water and sprayed on the land. 
In another, a deer bladder is 
stuffed with yarrow blos.soms, 
hung in the sun. buried in a bed 

of peat for the 
winter, then 
dug up and 
turned into 
a field sprav 

in the summer. 
The methods are

based in folk wisdom, “Local farmers often shake 
their heads and say, ‘That’s what mv father 
always told me,’ ” Bucher says.

The proof is ultimately in the garden, and the 
one at WAIA is ravishing. Everything from trop
ical plants to North American coneflowers, from 
birds to ladybugs, seems to coexist and thrive 
here. “I think the beauty of the garden speaks for 
itself,” Bucher says.

Spend time at WALA and it all seems to make 
sense, even when, in the middle of a photo shoot, 
a man working in the garden steps forward 
to interrupt. “Do you have permission?” he 
demands just as the lens is focused on a rose. 
Assured that the proper authorizations have 
been granted, he seems unimpressed. “1 see,” he 
says, moving not an inch. “But did you ask 
permission of the flower?'

Pile purpi* con«flow«r», 
above, arc used for 
their antibacterial oils. 
The plants are grown 
alongside mustard 
seed, a combination that 
improves soil health.
■ More than 150 medicinal 
plants arc grown at WALA 
to make Dr. Hauschka 
Skin Care products, left.
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lone lasting 
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LASTS
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One dose of Allegra lasts up to 4x longer 
than one dose of most OTC allergy medicines.*
It could happen to you.You go to your medicine cabinet and pick a seasonal allergy medicine for 
your runny nose, sneezing and itchy, watery eyes. And before the day is done, it stops working.

But just one Allegra 180 mg gives you longer lasting seasonal 
allergy relief than one dose of most OTC allergy medicines!
Allegra is for people 12 and over. Side effects are low and may 
include headache, cold or backache.
Ask your doctor about Allegra.

^AventiS Get valuable savings @ allegra .com. For more information call 1 -000-allegra.

Please see additional important information on next page.

C 2004 Aventis Pharmaceuticals lnc.AL&JA-l3BIS>3.

once-daily
X")

The relief goes on.

* Based on label directions.
Brands listed are trademarks of their respective companies.
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The perfect pedigree

Wendy Kent Churchill. One part Texan. One part GM. She was raised in a femily 

that holds great pride in both. Representing the third generation of Texan GM Dealers in 
her family, Wendy’s pride is tried and true. It shows in her strength, diligence and 
reliability. As Wendy passes this character on to her children, the next generation 
is now ready to join her in this family tradition. And we couldn't be more proud. 
Because it's with Texans like these that we continue to build the dream together.

CHEVROLET PONTIAC BUICK CADILLAC GMC HUMMER

02004 GM Corp. All rIglitB rnsrvsd. Ttw marks of Gensfal Motors and Its divisions are reulstered trademarks of Ganaral Motors.



Michael Wolff has

a great career as a Jazz musician 

a love for red beans and rice 

a beautiful wife and two great sons

and Tourette Syndrome.

Michael Wolff is a stellar musician, recording artist, devoted husband to actress Polly Draper, and proud 
father to two great kids- Nat and Alex. ((IK)) Michael also happens to have been born with Tourette 
Syndrome-an often misdiagnosed and misunderstood neurological disorder that's a lot more common 
than you think. ((X)) You may know or have seen someone with T5 symptoms - they sometimes make 
sudden, often strange, physical movements or vocal sounds that they just can't help. ((X)) People with 
TS are not psychologically impaired, less intelligent, obstinate, nor purposefully disruptive. And contrary 
to what you may have heard, fully 85 to 90 percent are nofprone to using inappropriate language. ((X)) 
Research continues to explore the causes of Tourette Syndrome, and hopefully, the day will come soon 
when we can find better treatments and the cure. ((X)) But until then, if you come across someone 
who has TS, please remember that, like Michael Wolff, he has a whole lot more.

tourette syndrome 
association, inc.((«))

Suite 205 Bayside NY 11361 1 888 4 TOURET www.tsa-usa.orgTourette Syndrome Association, Inc. 42-40 Bell Boulevard



One Gardener s Almanac
Turf Wars DESPITE ENVIRONMENTAL CONCERNS. THE 

GREAT AMERICAN LAWN IS HERE TO STAY. LUCKILY. THERE ARE NEW GRASSES THAT 
WILL THRIVE WITHOUT HARMING THE ENVIRONMENT ^

urf. I'm discovering, can taste remarkably 
like crow. More than two decades ago I, like 
so many gardeners of my generation, took 
the pledge; I would not plant a lawn, We— I 

and my fellow turf teetotalers—had come to this posi
tion partly from a sense of environmental responsi
bility. The American lawn, which in aggregate then 
covered an area roughly the size of Virginia, was 
already gulping unconscionable quantities of fertilizer, 
water, and chemical pesticides. But there was also an 
emotional side to our decision. To surround your 
house with a buzz cut of grass was what our parents 
had done in those 1960s suburbs we were so glad to 
have escaped. The lawn was sterile, an existential hell

T
in which our wage-slave progenitors trudged endlessly 
back and forth behind exhaust-spewing mowers. 
Certainly, that would have no place in the horticul
tural future we were planning.

We were wrong. Far from disappearing (as we pre
dicted), the American lawn has continued to expand. 
TTiat hypothetical total that used to cover Virginia has 
since overrun Kentucky and will soon reach as far as 
the Missouri border, llie future for turf in the United 
States is, clearly, green.

Green in every sense, for a key to the lawn’s continued 
popularity is the recent dramatic progress in reducing its 
environmental costs. Various university-based turf breed
ing programs have been focusing on this issue, as much >
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ardener's Almanacne
10,000 specimens in the quest for traits such as dis
ease and pest resistance. Rutgers breeders have also 
crossed Kentucky blue with Texas bluegrass, to pro
duce deep)er-rooted hybrids with superior drought 
and insect-pest resistance. Rutgers has not yet 
released any of these hybrid blucgrasses; Texas A&M 
has released one, ‘Reveille.’

from practicality as from ecological concerns. More 
self-sufficient lawn grasses mean less expense and less 
work for the home gardener. That’s an obvious selling 
point for the grass seed companies that provide much 
of the funding for the university programs.

How hard could it be, for example, to sell a grass 
that flourishes with once-a-month watering during 
the hottest, driest part of the summer, and that needs 
only a third of the fertilizer you’d typically apply to 
Kentucky bluegrass? This is an accurate description 
of the ‘Prairie’ turf that Texas A&M breeders devel
oped from the buffalo grass native to the Great Plains.

Almost as hardy and care-free as buffalo grass are 
the new hybrid zoysias that researchers at A&M have 
been breeding from germ plasm collected in Asia. 
‘Diamond,’ unlike traditional zoysia cultivars, thrives 
in shade as well as sun; ‘Cavalier’ has proven resistant 
to a variety of insects that in most traditional turfs 
demanded applications of pesticides. The deep roots 
of these zoysias provide outstanding resistance to 
drought, and the grass’s dense fabric makes it, once 
well established, virtually weed-proof Zoysias share 
the buffalo grasses’ reduced need for fertilizer, and 
thrive in almost any well-drained soil. Though most 
zoysias turn brown with dormancy, A&M’s ‘Royal’ 
turns a handsome shade of maroon.

utgers, Meyer notes enthusiastically, germi
nates and field-tests hundreds of thousands 
of seedlings of new blucgrasses, perennial 
ryegrasses, and fescues every year. Yet, he 

confides, if I want a truly care-free lawn, I should 
plant a superior variety of hard fescue (Festuca longifo- 
lia), one that has been infected with endophytes (a 
type of beneficial fungus that enhances the vigor 
of the host grass, while also making the plant toxic 
to most grazing insects). Meyer suggests ‘Nordic,’
-------------------- 1 ‘Discovery,’or‘Oxford,’which was

bred from plants that Rutgers re
searchers collected from old ceme
teries, golf course roughs, and 
neglected lawns, where the grasses 
had to survive without pampering. 
Prepare a weed-free planting area, 
sow the seed, irrigate until the turf 
is established, after which, aside 
from periodic mowing, do nothing. 
If you don’t injure the grass by 
walking on it when it is “crispy” in 
mid to late summer, such a lawn 
will thrive on neglect, Meanwhile, 
this turf will also be filtering pollu
tants from the air, absorbing car
bon dioxide, and releasing oxygen. 
It will be soaking up and cleansing 
rainwater as it gradually enriches the 
soil with organic matter. How can 
that be bad for the environment?

For all the triumphs of turf 
breeders, however, in one respect 
the lawn has not changed a whit. 
It’s still that same sheet of unre
lieved green, as bland as a 1960s 
casserole. Which brings me to a 
confession: with age, I am coming 
to understand my father’s appreci
ation of practicality. There’s more 
than enough drama in my garden 
and life. Something in either that 
I can take for granted sounds bet
ter all the time.

TIPS FOR 
THE TURF 
SHOPPER

For turfgrass species adapted 
to your region, contact your 
local cooperative extension at 
reeusda.gov.

The best varieties: The 
National Turfgrass Evaluation 
Program conducts exhaustive 
trials of nev^ turfgrass 
cultivars and hybrids. Results 
are available at no charge 
at ntep.org.

When planting fescues or 
perennial ryegrasses, use 
endophytic strains (cultivars 
whose seed or sod are 
infected with endophytes) 
for superior vigor and insect 
resistance.

Cost: According to William 
Meyer of Rutgers, price is 
generally a good index of 
grass seed quality. Seeds of 
premium species and cultivars 
cost a few dollars more per 
pound but usually produce 
a more vigorous, self- 
sufficient turf. Bargain seed 
mixes are often adulterated 
with weed seed.

till in the experimental stages is a program 
being pursued by Colorado State and the 
University of Arizona to domesticate a native 
of the western deserts, inland salt grass 

(Disticb/is spkata).Tnditionai tnrfgrasses have come 
under fire in this region because their insatiable need 
for irrigation is draining aquifers, rivers, and reser
voirs. Salt grass can make do with less; with roots that 
penetrate up to 15 feet into the soil, it maintains 
growth through droughts that parch even buffalo 
grass. Also, as its name suggests, this grass tolerates 
high levels of salinity, so it can be irrigated, when nec
essary, with waste and nonpotable water.

Not all of the advances are occurring in unconven
tional grasses, however. Rutgers University is pursu
ing what must be the largest lawn grass breeding 
program in the world at its Center for Turfgrass 
Science in New Brunswick, New Jersey, and it has 
chosen to concentrate on the improvement of the 
standby species you are used to finding at the local 
garden center. William Meyer, for example, a Rutgers 
professor and breeder, has gone back to basics with 
Kentucky bluegrass, which was originally native to 
western and central Europe. Meyer has searched 
every nation in that territory, bringing back some
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THIS MONTH ON THE DESIGN BEAT
by ingrid abramovttch

»■ WELL WORN If fashion designers create h

' designers do fashion? Decorator Charlotte Moss is wor

ome decor, why can t home 

king on loungewear, 

ceramist Jonathan Adler is creating cashmere sweaters for Lutz & Patmos. 

and rug maven Angela Adams is designing handbags, including

canj

the Millie, left. »AMERICANS ABROAD Jet-setting New
York art dealer Larry Gagosian is expanding his empire across the pond.

At 6,800 square feet, his new space near Kings Cross is the largest 

art gallery in London. Gagosian aims to rule Britannia with his roster of artists, including 

CyTwombly, Ed Ruscha, and Jeff Koons, whose metal-and-vinyl sculpt

commercia

Lobsier is at right.

»WELL READ Bo ok lovers will either rejoice or collapse from exhaustion. The Strand,
ure

the 77-year-old Manhattan merchant of used and discounted books, is doubling its space thi

moth new floor devoted to some 250,000 , 

art books. The Strand s beloved red awning 

trumpeted 8 Miles of Books, has already been emended to *16, 

»HOT DIGGITY DOG Both architecture and food I

IS

fall with a mam
hich has long, w

overs are lunching

at Manhattans Madison Square Park, where restaurateur Danny Meyer (Union 

Square Cafe, Gramercy Tavern) has opened his summer Shake Shack, a hot dog 

and burger stand. Designed by James Wines of SITE Environmental Design,

the shack has a sloped roof covered with ivy. »IOWA JOURNAL 
The Mississippi River town of Davenport, Iowa, will finally boast its 

own world-class building. British architect David Chipperfieid s inge

nious new structure for the Eigge Art M 

will dazzle the public with its glass protective 

layer, called a ratnscreen, designed to 

energy and shield the building from the elements.

I »GO GRECIAN Broadways biggest 
set of The Frogs. Stephen Sondheims riff on Aristoph 

The striking black-and-red vessel was the 

tion designer, Giles Cadle, at the British Mu

useum

conserve

4
star is the 16-foot Grecian thenew urn on

anes, starring Nathan Lane, 
result of extensive research by the show’s prod

uc-
and at Munichs Museum of Antiquities.seum
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amencan scene

EMERALD CITY
REM KOOLHAAS'S SEATTLE CENTRAL LIBRARY SPARKLES WITH 

THE TOUGH BRILLIANCE OF ITS DESIGNER by martin filler
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very so often, the usually placid waters of
architecture are roiled by a media feeding
frenzy. In 1997, the cause was Frank Gchr/s
Guggenheim Museum Bilbao, In 2003 it

was Daniel Libeskind’s master plan for ground
zero in New York City, then Gchry’s turn again
with his Walt Disney (Concert! lall in Los Angeles.
Now it’s happening with the new Seattle Central
Library, unquestionably 2004’s building of the
year, by Rem Koolhaas and Joshua Ramus, of
Koolhaas’s Rotterdam-based firm, the Office for
Metropolitan Architecture.

Well before the library opened in May, photog
raphers were drawn to it like polar
bears to an iceberg, which the chunky, 
crystalline structure vaguely resem
bles. In fact, the building’s rather

founding monument of modernism. Sir Joseph 
Paxton's Crystal Palace of 1850-51.

No member of his architectural generation has 
a shrewder grasp of how personal presentarion 
can make a market for experimental design than 
Koolhaas, who is 59. His appearances on The 
Charlie Rose Show as a Prada-clad Goth exhibit the 
ironic confidence that attracts clients accus
tomed to more subservient pitches. But for all his 
posturing as a cynical strategist and contrarian 
philosopher, he remains a consummate profes
sional who consistently delivers practical, eco
nomical buildings that solve complex problems 
with astonishing ingenuity.

Those two opposing sides of Koolhaas—vision
ary and pragmatist—come together with power- 
ftiJ impact in the Seattle Central Library, his 
largest building in the United States. The f^t that 
he dreamed up this adventurous scheme for a 
municipal client—publicly accountable officials

awkward glassy exterior, strategi
cally designed to assert itself against 
the banal high-rises that loom above 
it, is the least wonderful thing about 
this otherwise compelling work. 
For it is only on the inside that the 
brilliance of Koolhaas’s conception 
is fully apparent.

Thus it was a pity that in their 
competitive rush to publish, some 
national magazines and important 
newspapers gave their readers no 
views of the interiors of Koolhaas’s
masterpiece. If they had, the public 
would better understand it not as 
an enigmatic urban sculpture but 
as a light-flooded glasshouse that 
can trace its origins directly to the
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rarely being the most daring of patrons—makes 
the exciting outcome all the more remarkable. 
Like much of his work, the libraiy takes some get
ting used to, and it typifies the initially difficult 
artifact that grows on you with time. But the great 
gift of the vanguard artist is an ability to make 
us see things anew. Seattle is as paradoxical as 
Koolhaas in its dichotomy between glorious 
topography and dismal modem architecture.

The low quality of contemporary construction 
there stands in pathetic contrast to the dramatic 
terrain of the city’s verdant peninsula, overlook
ing the islands of Puget Sound and the snow
capped Cascade Mountains. Perhaps Seattle’s 
citizenry saw no need to build beautifully in such 
a ravishir^ setting, but a new wave of hideous sky
scrapers erected over the past quarter century 
tipp>ed the precarious balance between the natural 
and the man-made.

When it was announced that Koolhaas would 
design the new headquarters for the city’s exten
sive library system, some locals feared he would 
fall victim to the jinx that has seemingly affected 
even the star architects who have built there 
lately. Robert Venturi and Denise Scott Brown’s 
Seattle Art Museum of 1984-91 is far from their 
finest hour. And k’rank Gehry’s Experience Music 
Project of 1995-2000—a schlocky rock-and-roll 
fun house/muscum—is simply a mess, one of the 
resounding duds of his otherwise epochal career.

There was no need to worry about Koolhaas, 
however. Though he is the most stylistically 
unpredictable top-tier architect since Eero 
Saarinen, Koolhaas always delivers the goods. 
Saarinen s wide-ranging approach from one build
ing to the next dismayed critics who preferred 
International Style consistency, echoed in Mic.s 
van der Rohe’s famous dictum “We don’t invent 
a new architecture every Monday morning.”

But why not? Koolhaas’s lack of a signature 
look is one of his strengths. It gives him the lati
tude to assess each project and devise an appro
priate solution for a specific program, rather than 
shoehorn functional requirements into a prede
termined aesthetic that gives clients an instantly 
identifiable trophy.

The cantilevered, glass-clad exterior of the 
library, framed with an earthquake-protective, 
diamond-pattern latticework of pale blue painted 
steel, is unlike anything Koolhaas has done 
before. This angular, top-heavy form appears as 
though it were sliced from a gargantuan piece 
of crown molding.

No amount of deference to its drab surround
ings would have made this hermetic context 
come alive, and Koolhaas wisely went for broke 
in proclaiming his building’s importance. It was

agamble that worked, and although the eye-popping 
cynosure may not be conventionally graceful, it 
exerts a powerful presence.

The soaring entrance space and the “living 
room” reading area beyond it announce that this 
is a place of high ambition where the acts of read
ing and research are noble and liberating pur
suits. (This mission is not exclusive— a significant 
part of the central branch’s clientele comes from 
Seattle's large homeless population.)

Koolhaas is widely regarded as today’s premier 
low-budget high-style architect, but at a cost 
of Siio million, the library falls somewhere 
between Gchry’s Guggenheim Museum Bilbao 
and Walt Disney Concert Hall. As usual, Koolhaas 
betrays no interest in fancy materials, costly 
details, and fine finishes. Because the budget and 
his thinking are focused elsewhere, the client 
gets a huge bang for the buck, in this case a state- 
of-the-art facility that simultaneously attains 
instant landmark status and reinvents the library 
for the electronic age.

To achieve both goals, the architect worked 
closely with the city’s librarian. Deborah L. Jacobs, 
who in turn engaged her staff (Cont. onpuge 117)

Th* library's grandest 
spact, tb« living room, 
displays a work by Patra 
Blaissa, a Dutch dosignor 
of landscapos and 
interiors (and Koolhaas’s 
companion). She devised 
a botanical-patterned 
carpet and juxtaposed it 
against a raised planter 
of grasses and ferns, 
done in cooperation with 
the Seattle landscape 
firm Jones & Jones.
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E D P R E OWNED LEXUSC E R T I F

OUR NEW CARS DREAM OF BEING DRIVEN. 

AFTER THAT, THEY DREAM OF BEING CERTIFIED.

A Certified Pre-Owned Lexus is the best of your-date-of-purchase or 100,000-total- 
the best. Proving that point, we wouldn’t sell vehicle-mile, Lexus-backed warranty,* each 
you a Certified Pre-Owned vehicle we vehicle comes with the privileges and 

wouldn't buy ourselves. And that’s precisely prestige of the Lexus ownership experience, 
what we do. Each vehicle the dealer purchases So consider a Certified Pre-Owned Lexus, 
undergoes the scrutiny of a fastidious available only at your Lexus dealer After
inspection and reconditioning process, And ail, the previous owner wasn’t a person,
more than just a 3-year-from- The previous owner was Lexus,

ONLY AT YOUR LEXUS DEALER

«mL ob«T Vafhc laiM and mpermUy. 02003 Lama.'S«a yokv L«m» Carnhad Pra-Ownad dealer lor •mtntnty detaik. LaaiH ramndt you lo cMdran



HOUSE&aS^DEN
Celebrating the Beauty and Diversity of Great Design

f 4 •1 1

Presto! Its the (almost) INSTANT SUMMERHOUSE! Designer
Scott Sanders shows easy steps for designing a sweet retreatus

A GRAPHIC AND GRACEFUL decor results when architect Richard
Mishaan unites striking art and furnishings with classically proportioned rooms

of Capri, thOn the e seaside villa of crystal magnate Fiona

Its OLD-WORLD OPULENCE with a carefree air

Swarovskiisle
wears

Gustav Stickley would be pleased by the contemporary ARTS AND CRAFTS 
style devised by architect Alan Wanzenberg for

In our visit with Idahos champion of health and happiness. MaryJane Butters, 

she explains her recipe for ORGANIC LIVING WITH FLAIR

pstate N ew York getawayan u
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WITH RICHLY GRAPHIC AND COLORFUL ART AND OBJETS 
SHOWCASED AGAINST A QUIETLY CLASSICAL BACKDROP, 
ARCHITECT AND It^ERlOR DESIGNER RICHARD MISHAAN 
CREATES HIS OWN HIGHLY PERSONAL VACATION RETREAT

PRODUCED 8Y MAyCR Ru$ PHOTOGRAPHED BY FERNANDO BENGOECHEA
SSTYLED BY MiC'MAEL REYNOLDS WRITTEN BY PaUL O’OONNELL
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TRADE SECRETS
Cu»d by tha Louisa 

Navalson sculptura against 
tha wall, Mishaan craatad 

a crisp, graphic living 
room. FURNISHINGS A Mias 
van dar Roha coffaa tabla 

is surroundad by sattaas by 
Olivier Gagnara and bronza 

and laathar chairs by Eric 
Schmitt, all for Homar, 

NYC, and Donghia's Madison 
sofa (now discontinuad). 

CARPET Tibetan silk, 
by Marcia Mishaan 

for Homer. CURTAINS 
Holly Hunt linen, hung from 

Scaiamandra hardware.

ollow Richard Mishaan’s line of logic 
as he describes the exceptional din
ing room of his country house in 

Sagaponack, on Long 

1 Island’s East End. 
It Starrs with a pair of limestone 
monastery windows intended for 
William Randolph Hcarst’s San 
Simeon that Mishaan bought from 
the San Francisco auction house 
Bonhams & Butterfields. The room’s 
narrowly arched vitrines were custom- 
made, and the tiled floor was copied 
from a pattern in a church floor in 
Venice. Even the assertive stripe of 
the Manuel Canovas drapes and the 
faux coral chandelier, created for a 
Venetian palazzo, fit the theme. “I 
wanted a cloistered Gothic feel to the 
room,” Mishaan explains.

How did he see his way, then, to 
complete the room with a white lac
quered table matched with sleek, 
ebonized oak chairs? He studies the 
room for a second and shrugs. A 
designer’s own house, says Mishaan, 
“is like a laboratory.”

Inside his Shingle-style home, 
Mishaan—an architect turned fashion 
designer turned designer—has indeed 
been experimenting. Known for craft
ing rooms with Zen-like simplicity, 
Mishaan has created for his I lamptons 
getaway an interior that owes its 
drama to artifice and color as much as 
to the strength of its lines. >
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TRADE SECRETS
Th« f iddily theatrical piece* 
by Tony Duquette in the 
dinin£ roem*~a mirrored 
console and faux ivory 
pagodas, left, and a faux 
coral chandelier, opposite 
page—were bought at the 
Christie’s sale of his estate in 
3001. FURNtSHtNGS Grande 
chaise chairs in Edeiman 
leather are paired with the 
Asian dining table, both 
from Homer. ACCENTS Twin 
1950s Tommi Parxinger 
candelabra sit on the console. 
CHINA Royal Copenhagen. 
CURTAINS Manuel Canovas's 
Pauline stripe, hung from 
Scalamandre hardware.

TTie arrifice is largely supplied by 
the work ofTony Duquette, the fabled 
designer of Hollywood homes and 
movie costumes, whose household col
lection was auctioned by Christie's after 
his death in 1999. In the dining room, 
Duquette’s tacked-together theatrical
ity elevates the solemnity of Mishaan’s 
monastic theme. The “coral” of the 
chandelier is made of twigs and paint, 
twin “ivory” pagodas set atop a mir
rored console are made of resin, and the 
console’s glass ^pliques are “just glue- 
gunned on," Mishaan says with a laugh.

But the Duquette pieces liberate 
Mishaan to work in deeper, more 
masculine colors and denser fabrics. 
Duquette’s faux coral is reprised in 
a tabletop piece in the library, but 
Mishaan answers it with a brooding 
red lacquer on the walls, embroidered 
silk drapes, and mahogany bookcases, 
beneath a pewter-hued ceiling.

Elsewhere, Mishaan’s growing col
lection of modern art is used as an energizing force. In the foyer, an Alexander Calder work and 
French-Amcrican Niki de Saint Phalle’s ebullient sculpture of a human form push back at the for
mality of the curving stair and faux marble columns. A massive Louise Nevclson piece holds down 
one end of the living room, facing a Donald Baechler piece from the artist’s “Sundaes” series. In 
between, a tightly controlled modernity reigns in a Donghia sofa, a Tommi Parzinger bench, and 
simple Knoll glass tables. “I don’t see myself as the designer—I’m the curator,” says Mishaan.

Built on farmland seven years ago, the house was designed by the active I lamptons archi
tect Francis Fleetwood. Its scale and Mi.shaan’s art collection —note the huge Fernando Botero 
bronze on the lawn—give the place agrandeur nearly on par with a museum’s. But everywhere 
there are family touches, small and large. In the master bedroom hangs a piece depicting three 
young women by an unknown artist. It belonged to Mishaan’s grandfather. The living room

WILDLY CHIC PIECES LIKETHE 
DINING ROOM’S TONY DUQUETTE MIRRORED 

CONSOLE AND EAUX CORAL CHANDELIER ACT LIKE 
A BOUTONNIERE ON A BUSINESS SUIT A DASH 

OF ELAN ATOP THE CLASSICISM OF NEO-GOTHIC 
WINDOWS AND A SPARE MODERN DINING SET
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TRADE SECRETS
Th« many moods of Richard 
Mishi
tha warm, woody study, 
loft, and romantic mastor 
bodromn, oppesita paga. 
PUBNISMINCS A Diago 
Giacomatti coffaa tabla sits 
at tha foot of tha bad, which 
it flankad by Rota TaHow's 
Oval Diractoira tida tablas. 
FABRICS Claranca Houta 
satin cevars tha study's 
Ruhimann armchair. Tha 
badroom faaturas Fortuny’s 
Lucraiia, covarlng tha walls, 
and a Donghia paislay on tha 
badstaad. liohtinc A Saguso 
Murano glass chandaliar; 
Christophar SpKzmillar's vasa 
lamps on tha night tablas. 
Carpet Michaalian & Kohibarg's 
Tibatan Bark rug. Saa Shopping 
pagas, back of book.

tflactad in

rug was designed by Mishaan’s wife. 
Marcia. Even the Botero statue is a 
sentimental note: the artist, a fellow 
Colombian, is a family friend.

But it is Mishaan s rooms, for which 
he was architect as well as decorator, 
that give the house its character. In 
the master bedroom, a tray-shaped 
ceiling embraces the room’s occupants. 
Soft gold Fortuny wallpaper, matching 
fabrics on the bed, and a Donghia- 
upholstercd chaise have an ethereal 
calm, For Mishaan, who says the room 
recalls “a moment in Venice,” it’s an 
uncommonly romantic space.

Since his first appearance in the Kips 
Bay Show House, in 1994, minimalism 
has been Mishaan's signature, and he’s 
not one to change for change’s sake. 
His furniture line, sold at Homer, his 
Manhattan store, includes some of his 

earliest designs. When he was hired by Donald Thimp to create a model for Trump World Tower, 
it was the indomitable developer who adapted to Mishaan’s style. But Mishaan admits that he 
has grown more susceptible to influences, avidly discussing a Rat Pack-era screening room 
he is designing for Sony Entertainment in Miami. He has brought in some of-thc-moment 
mid-twentieth-century lines to his new pieces, and in general his furnishings reflect a broad 
desire for more sophisticated materials and luxury. “I like a softer edge,” he admits. “I’ll always 
be architectural, but I don’t need to take it to that extreme.”

It’s possible that a house on the scale of Mishaan’s Sagaponack getaway demands more than 
minimalism can give. Or perhaps the free hand enjoyed when designing for oneself makes an 
experiment out of any decor. But the man who has made a career of switchir^ careers has learned 
the value of evolution. “You develop ideas over time.” Mishaan says. “You do get better.

DEFT COLOR ruoirp^ ADr Tur 
HALLMARK OF GREAT INTERIOR DESIGN. THE 

LIBRARY IS FURNISHED IN RICH WOODS PLAYED OFF 
A GRAY PATTERNED CARPET THE MASTER 

BEDROOM IS SUFFUSED IN GOLDEN TONES THAT 
MISHAAN LIKENS TO “A MOMENT IN VENICE"
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AIRY DIMENSIONS 
AND STYLISH 

MODERN ART AND 
FURNISHINGS RELIEVE 

THE CLOISTERLIKE 
QUALITY INHERENT 

IN MANY ROOMS 
OF THE ARTS AND 

CRAFTS MOVEMENT

K ppearances can be deceiving.
B At first glance, this upstate
K New York home designed by
B Alan Wanzenberg seems to

speak the familiar architec- 
^ rural language of American
W Arts and Crafts. All the

earmarks of the st\’Ie are evident: hon
est, elemental building materials like 
wood, stone, and tile; the structure’s 
simple form; con.struction that cele
brates individual artisanry. But the 
sense of familiarity quickly evaporates 
upon closer inspection. This is no dry. 
predictable exercise in period verisimil
itude. Wanzenberg and his husband 
and wife clients—he’s a television 
writer, she’s an artist—have animated 
the venerable historic style with a fresh, 
contemporary attitude.

“In the late 1980s, I designed a 
Manhattan apartment for them that 
reflected our shared interest in the 
American Arts and Crafts movement,” 
Wanzenberg savs. “A few years later, 
they bought 500 acres in Columbia 
C'ounty and decided to build a house. 
We again looked to Arts and Crafts, 
but this project was not so driven by 
period references. T'he design evolved 
in response to the topography of the 
land and my clients’ needs.” 

Wanzenberg's first order of business 
was identifying an ideal location for the 
house on the erstwhile turkey farm. The 
hilltop site strikes a balance between 
desires for intimacy and heroic starurc 
above the property’s hills and lawns. In
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TRADE SECRETS
FURNISHINGS A cuttom-d*tigned
coff** table is flanked by George
Nakashima stools and two 'SOt
French reverse-curve armchairs.
Malacorte sofa by 6&B Italia
(now discontinued), fabrics

Chairs covered in Great Plains'
Winter Harvest wool in Pumpkin.
PAINTING By Louise Fishman.
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ii certain virtuosity in craftsmanship," he says. “This kind of 
architecture is all about skill, subtlety, and precision. The effect 
must be confident but never precious."

Wanzenberg a.s.semblcd a team of dire woodworkers, masons, 
textile arti.sts, and metal fabricators to execute his plans. His 
vision for the project also dictated the use of local materials. 
“The craftspeople and sources all come from this part of the

the landscape design bv Kdwina Von( lal, agrovc of trees protects 
the back of the house, while the front optms out onto views that 
stretch from the Berkshires to the ('atskills.

Wan/enbergs refined composition provides eloquent testi
mony to his mastery of Arts and Crafts detailing and construc
tion. “I’arlier projects such as Twin Farms [the posh Vermont 
retreat he designed with his late partner, Jed Johnson] demanded
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ELEMENTAL MATERIALS SUCH AS WOOD, 
STONE, AND METAL ARE BALANCED BY 
SURPRISING TOUCHES LIKE THE ANILINE- 
DYED GREEN OF THE KITCHEN CABINETRY

Th»«cr*ened por^. opf ssfH p«g«. 
tiained cedar atop a bate of New York limestone and

it framed in

Vermont granite. create a visual rhythm.
■ A hand-hammered bronze fireplace hood adds heft
to the light-filled living room, opposite page, lower
left. ■ Thomas Moser’s Bowback stools face a
soapstone breakfast bar in the Ititrhaa. this page.
Handblown glass lights, by Deborah Czeresko.
Teak Danish bowb, from R 20th Century, NYC. Finn
Juhl bowL from Antik, NYC. Range, Viking.





country," he explains. “The house began to develop a vernacular sensibility 
tied to the character of thi.s region.”

The .spirit of Wanzenberg’s updated riff on Arts and Crafts becomes more 
pronounced as one moves through the house’s interiors. In place of the dark, 
moody cloisters typically associated with the style, the architect created airv 
spaces that sing with natural light. Wanzenberg’s design encourages easy cir
culation and a sense of openness. Individual rooms gain intimacy and defi
nition throu^ architectural details: a barrel vault crowns the study; the master

bedroom has a gabled ceiling; a flat ceiling 
emphasizes the cubic quality of the living room. 

Interior finishes and furnishings buoy the 
tables, opposite page, compiv house’s unexpected character. Wanzenberg
ment the bedroom's gabled

TRADE SECRETS
FURNISHINGS Triangular sida

selected stylish objects that fall outside the 
ceiling. A custom bed is finished boundaries of Arts and Crafts but 
with hand-stitched leather.

remain
sympathetic to the movement’s aesthetic 
spirit. The mix includes 1950s French chaisc.s 
and lighting, a contemporary sofa by B&B 
Italia, vintage Billy Haines chairs, and various 
designs by George Nakashima. Punches of 
color—check out the aniline-dyed evergreen 
kitchen cabinets—accent the otherwise

Billy Hainas chairs. Donzalla 
20th Cantury, HYC. CARPET 
Pattarson, Plynn A Martin. 
LIGHTING Isamu Noguchi's 
Akari hanging and tabi* lamps. 
CHAISE Brown Jordan, abova. 
Shopping pages, sae back of 
book. For mere on Arts and 
Crafts, houseandgardan.com.

restrained palette. Arts and Crafts has never 
been so light on its feet. □
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INTERIOR DESIGNER 
SCOTT SANDERS SHOWS NBC 

PRESIDENT JEFF ZUCKER 
AND HIS WIFE, CARYN, HOW 

TO PULL TOGETHER A BEACH 
HOUSE THE EASY WAY

Caryn Zuckar’t C0II4 
inspirad the decor ii 
As a shortcut, intejd 
use of furniture tip 
bed, which got a^ej 
Ralph Lauren. ^ 
could be obta| 
side table (1 

r Two of thj 
cold treatu

of blue*and*white ceramics 
np guest bedroom, this page. 
'■Designer Scott Sanders made 
Kmily already owned, like the 
slipcover in white linen from 

trs added inexpensive pieces that 
‘ight away, like a Crate & Barrel 

^continued). Bed linens by Frette. 
pker children, opposite page, enjoy 
ide their gray-shingled home.



decorator’sTIPS
SPRUCE UP WHAT YOU HAVE AND MAKE IT 
COMFORTABLE: NICE AND EASY TECHNIQUES 
FOR A QUICK BEACH-HOUSE DECOR

SHORTCUTS
I « ALL-SEASON FABRICS The 

Zuckers use the house year-round, 
so Scott Sanders chose fabrics 

that feel right anytime.
For this look, try Ralph 
Lauren Nome linen 

Houndstooth in Sand 
and Cream, far left, or 

Robert Allen's Mapplebeck 
HEp cotton in Fir. left.

'4.

[IV!
V

» SMALL MAKEOVERS 
Sanders gave new life to pieces 
the family already owned with 
a coat of paint or, as with the 
antique monkey chandelier, 
opposite page, new shades. Paper 
lampshades, $23 to $25 each, 
from William-Wayne & Co., NYC.

was January when interior desjgner Scott 
Sanders got the caU from Jeff Zucker, the pres
ident of NBC television, and his wife, Caryn, 
whose city apartment he had decorated. They 
had just bought a Shingle-style cottage on
a leafy lane in the Hamptons, “I
wanted a traditional house that

was young and fresh-looking, not sniffy,” says Caryn.
And could Sanders have it ready by Memorial Day?
They may as well have asked Sanders to build a 
model clipper ship in a bottle—in an afternoon.
Still, he wanted to oblige, and he cook quick notes on 
the family’s needs. The Zuckers wanted the house to 
have a year-round feel, because they planned to use 
it in ail seasons. They envisioned a central room where 
the whole family could be together, even if Dad’s job required 
frequent monitoring of the television set. And with three young 
children. Caryn asked for fabrics that were sturdy enough to 
withstand ice cream spills on the sofa.

For Sanders, the easiest strategy was to make use of the furni
ture that the family already owned. He scouted what they had 
in storage and ad^ted an assortment of pieces for the new space, 
giving chairs new cotton-and-linen slipcovers and old tables 
a coat of paint. But Sanders’s larger mission was to add 
character and warmth to the house, which had been built 
recently. Antiques were one solution: he and Caryn bought fur
niture and objects at antiques shows and on trips to New Hope. 
Pennsylvania. When the Zuckers moved in just four months 
later, the house felt as though it had been theirs for years.

« MEDIA SAVVY Since Dad’s 
job entails a lot of television viewing, 
the Zuckers give their flat-screen 
TV a choice spot over the mantel in 
their family room. An alternative 
is this 23-inch Philips Mirror 
television, $3,500, which JT I i 

I looks like a mirror when ^I I I 1 the TV is switched off. ^ III

IOLD COMFORTS Though recently 
built, the house has traditional details 
like plank floors and wainscoting,
Sanders upped the Colonial___
air with hunter green walls 
and Windsor chairs. “It's 
a comfortable, familial style," § 
he says. We like the East 
Hampton Windsor, $450, If

from Martha Stewart I
Furniture for Bernhardt, > ’

i- Vv,
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(\v STRIPES AHOY
While the family rooms have a country 

house feel, Sanders couldn't resist seaside 
touches in this boy’s room.

■ SEAWORTHY The Zuckers found antique 
buoys and sailboats for their son's bedroom.
While these are sometimes available from 
antiques stores, we fell in love with this 
model sailboat, left, from Sail Classics. The 
Boats & Buoys bedding, below, from 

Olive Kids, adds nautical charm. Sailboat 
pillowcases from Fisher's Antiques, 

Sag Harbor, NY. and Garnet Hill fleece 
^ blankets are on a Kendall bunk bed. 

bottom, from Pottery Barn Kids.

■ BOLD GRAPHICS Sanders, who used to 
work at Ralph Lauren, has always had a penchant

for stripes. They are a seaside natural for a Roman shade in Ralph 
Lauren’s Boater’s Point Stripe in cream and blue. Carpet. Eldridge 
Stripe in Chicory, is from r c

LAYERED LOOK
Sanders's aim was to add character to

- the recently built house.

n ■ MIX AND MATCH In the living
room, above, eclectic styl akese m

/ the space feel unique. A RalphUf
Lauren Brompton sofa sports Howspi

in two very different fabrics—crewel
\ embroidery and paisley, much like

V , Dolittle crewel in Windeme from
’. Silk Trading Company, far left.

and Denton damask from Ralph
> Lauren Home, left. On the mantel

and on Restoration Hardware’
Landsdowne coffee table, folk

art coexists with Chinese lacquered objects. 
^ such as the carved examples below, from

Leekan Designs. NYC. The Oxford lounge chairs from 
Lewis Mittman, NYC, are covered in Haystack Stripe, 
from Ralph Lauren Home. The 
Sunflower pillows are from the 
French Country Living catalog.
The paint is Cottonwood from 
Ralph Lauren Home.

■ OLD WITH NEW The 
Zuckers spent most of 
their budget on antiques, 
such as the shell-shaped 
candlesticks from Decorum 
on the mantel. "If well 
chosen, antiques give a i 
feeling that a room has | 
been there a long 
time," Sanders says.
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Happy
Hunting

With almost 
no structural 
changes, but 

with plenty 
of beautiful 

fabrics, Paris
antiques store 
finds, salvaged 

wood flooring.
and a light

palette, a dark k ^ 
hunting lodge 

becomes an
airy country 
house for a *

young family



TRADE SECRETS
In th* living and dining
ar*a>, simpi* cotton
tickings and a sisal rug
art balanctd by a
19th*ctntury Italian
chandalitr, marrying
comfort to titganct.
FURNISHINGS Gustavian
gray dining chairs.
ca. IA30, from Balsamo
Antiquas, Pine Plains. NY.
Fabrics Ian Mankin
tickings cover the dining
chairs and Greek
mattresses in the living
room. PAINT Living
room. Edgecomb gray;
dining room, Revere
Pewter. Benjamin Meere.
ARTWORK Charcoal on
paper, by Graham Nixon.

PRODUCED BY ..'Vil/jEN'By A^>l ABE L DbY^-GOF F-=7

i
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To lighten and unify 
the house, a palette of

pale but strong
grays was chosen ana 
set against moldings 
and woodwork in an 
off-white semigloss

taxidermy museum" is how 
Alexandra Kramer describes 
the hunting lodge that her 
husband, Nathaniel, built in 
^ Bridgehampton some years 

before he and she married. It w'as deco
rated, she recalls, in greens and burnt 
orange. A flock of geese were suspended 
from the living room ceiling; they over
looked a big brown bear with its mouth 
open, a fox, a giant caribou (the whole 
thing), and, on one wall, a moose head.

Not unreasonably, when Kramer decided 
to redo the hou.se, she started from scratch. 
She enlisted the help of Jackie Astier— 
who was the style director at the magazine 
where Kramer had been a photo editor—and 
together they took stock of what they had: 
a large shingled house built of wood and 
stone, on 30 acres of woods and fields look
ing out over Hamptons horse country to a 
distant view of the ocean. The house has a 
double-height family room, stone fireplaces, 
large windows that face southeast, and, on 
the ground floor, magnificent wide-plankcd 
pine floors. It is not a beach house; it is, 
rather, a country house, and in front of it 
there is a ly-acre field that provides a crop 
of hay each summer.

Only two small .structural alterations 
were made during the renovation: a veranda 
was built onto the living room as an out
side eating area, and a demilune win
dow in the master bedroom, impossible 
to curtain, was filled in. Otherwise, the 
transformation from dark hunting lodge 
to light, open, airy weekend hou.se was 
achieved with good planning and simple 
and effective taste. >
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TRADE S
of euotomFURNtTURC

artnUiytteet^w placed 
baeh4ei*heek m the living
rodm and flanked by Maiaon
Jansen aide tables, ca.
i940. The coffee table
is American, ca. 1940, froon.

Neo-Studie, Sag Harboc;
m are

lows

in Ian Mankin ticking
in black and ecru.
CARPET Madagascar
weave sisal with a linen
border, from sisalrugs.com.
PRINTS From the
Longstreet Collection,
through Ralph Lauren.



NathanisI, Alexandra, 
and daughter Olivia relax 
on tite terrace. Cushiona 
on Donghia's Cubana 
club chair upholatered 
in SunbreUa striped 
fabrics. ■ Curtains in JAB’s 
Swift linen, draped to 
the floor, add a relaxed air 
to the master bedroom, 
below. A mid-20th-century 
American chaise, covered 
in Hinson & Company's 
Hampton doth, sHs 
atop a custom silk rug by 
the Rug Company, NYC.
■ in the kitchen, opposite 
page. Crate & Barrel's 
Kali chairs surround a table 
from Bayberry^ Amagansett. 
Chair cushions are in 
LuluDK’s Clark pattern. 
S^verware, Arte Italica. Trim 
and cabineb in Benjamin 
Moore's White Dove.

High-quality sisal on the floors and various kinds of ticking on 
the upholstery make the house SCrCHC y^Ct pFSCtlC^l

The first phase of the renovation concentrated on 
the floors, paint colors, and the budget. The floors, 
architectural salvage from a New England barn, were a 
mustard honey color. Kramer and Astier had them 
sanded, and a good deal of time was spent staining 
three-foot sample areas in a variery of shades and IcMjk- 
ing at them in all lights. Eventually the two chose a 
good dark color finished with a low-gloss sealer. The 
floors are now the onlv dark color in the house.

The paint colors throughout the house are varia
tions on a pale but strong gray; the four shades are pale 
gray, gray-blue, sand, and taupe. All the woodwork, 
including the moldings and wainscoting, is painted a 
White Dove semigloss.

Imagination, research, and a decisive approach kept 
the redecoration and furnishing of the house within a 
.sensible budget. Innovative fabric choices and carcfuJJv 
selected furniture arc combined with small extrava
gances such as the Fortuny fabric on rwo stools in the 
living room. The carpet in the bedroom, a pastel gray 
wool w'ith a pattern of ivory silk leaves, w'as made by 
the Rug Company, but for the most part the floors in 
the house are covered with sisal in taupe or ice gray 
(rather than the more usual wheat color) and bound 
with a thick, extra-wide border. The border is echoed 
in the bedroom curtains—heavy, pale gray linen with
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The combination of 
French antiques 

and classic American 
taste means that the 

house is as suitable for
deg's nt gatherings 

as for a young family 
on a summer weekend

a white stripe along the edge—and in the 
ticking elsewhere in the house.

Ticking in one form or another is 
everywhere. It covers the dining room 
chairs and the Greek mattresses that 
serve as cushions on most seats and .sofas 
indoors and out. Like sisal, ticking is 
inexpensive and chic. And, as with sisal, 
some ticking is better than others: 
Kramer and Astier started with a pile of 
samples in every size and many colors 
and ended up ordering basic European 
ticking. Nearly all of it comes from Ian 
Mankin (“the king of ticking,” according 
to Astier) in Ix>ndon. 'Ticking works well 
in the winter, and is fairly resilient— two 
qualities essential for a house that is used 
year-round by a family that includes 
three children.

When they were ready to furnish the 
house, Astier went to Paris. She knows 
the city well, and “loves a good hunt." 
She tound a Giacometti coffee table, 
two side tables, four chandeliers, sconces, 
table lamps, the desk in the master bed
room. and the guest room bed. Each 
evening she sent photographs of what 
she had found to Kramer. Nearly every 
piece of furniture that isn’t upholstered 
comes from one of Astier’s favorite Paris 
antiques shops or the Marche aux Puces.

The two friends and collaborators have 
succeeded in combining classic modern 
American taste with touches of Paris. 
The result is so versatile that the house 
lends itself as easily to a large parry for the 
Hampton Classic as it does to a quiet 
winter weekend for the family. □
Annabel Davis-Goff's most recent novel 
The Fox’s Walk (Harcourt) will be out in 
paperback this September.
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TRADE SECRETS
Jaunty pattarns land an
informal air to the guest
bedroom. PA8RICS Pillows
in LuluDK's Moondance;
Providence bed linens
from John Matouk, NYC.
FURNITURE French brushed-
nickel bed frame, ca.
1930, from Bronideve, Paris.
Armchairs, ca. 1790. from
Laurence Lenglare, Paris.
ACCENTS The sunburst
mirror is French, ca. 1910.
Wall lamps from Galerie
des Lampes, Paris. At the
foot of the bed, a table
from Aero Studios, NYC,
is topped with a Jonathan
Adler vase. See Shopping
pages, back of book.



SEACHANGE

A VILLA ON CAPRI OFFERS THE RIGHT 

MIX OF TRANQUILLITY AND VISUAL 
INSPIRATION TO FlONA SWAROVSKI, 

WHO COMES HERE TO RELAX AND 
DREAM UP NEW DESIGNS FOR 
HER family’s crystal BUSINESS



EL Reynolds WRITTEN BY Cornelia Laup

An informal gard«n with local plants suits Swarovski's
carafrao stylo^Turqois* Vietri flooring and pigmantad
piaster walls provide a serene backdrop in the sitting
room. A custom sofa, center, is covered in Napoleon III
fabric from the Braquenid collection of Pierre Frey.
Two shell-inlaid mobiii de//e grotte chairs, ca. 19th century,
face an antique iron-and-giass coffee table topped with
a collection of lAth-century silver.



A
t'cw years ago, my sister had her silk wedding dress made in 
Rome. Belgian lace, Italian styling... and Swarovski crystals. 
Inspired, I ordered my own fancy gown. I've worn it once, but 
the idea that it is loaded with tho.se crystals ahvays makes me feel 
as if IVc made a sound investment for mv children’s education. 
Throughout the world, the lure of Swarovski has become such 
that Austrian rock crystals barely seem to go by any other 
name. Fiona Swarovski is an integral part of the family business 

that has been making binoculars, telescopes, and night-vision instruments for mt)re 
than 50 years. In large part, it is she who has made the name Swarovski synonymou.s 
with jewelry, design, and glamour. I ler own lifestyle has helped to establish this image.

Swarovskis home on the island of Capri is a perfect introduction to her attitude 
toward living. One of the most beautiful places on the island, the villa is where 
Swarovski comes to relax after shuttling between Italy, Switzerland, and Austria. “I Ve 
lived here for ten years,” she says. “It's where I come to get idea.s for designs, fijr colors.” 

Built on the side of Capri known as Marina Piccola Clittlc harbor”), the Sw-arovski 
villa was constructed around 1950 by Grade Fields, a well-knowm F-nglish music-hall 
singer. It is a whitewashed structure with a scalloped cornice, the kind of architec- 

that is ubkjuitous on the island. TTic turquoise Vietri majolica fl(x>r is original 
to the hou.se and is perfectly .suited to setting off Swarovski’s collection of furniture 
and paintings. Living and dining room are one space, separated by clusters of couches

Coral highlights give the dining 
room « cohesivtf 1^^. A collection '' 
of Murano glassware on the 
iSth-century marble mantel, opposite 
page. A gilded mirror reflects a 
custom Murano glass chandelier.
■ Swarovski designed the iron dining 
chairs and table, this page, to 
complement the 19th-century Italian 
server. Dining chair cushions are 
covered in a velvet similar to 
Rubelli’t Seneca.'through Bergamo.

rure
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The mixture OF ANTIQUE
FURNISHINGS AND ARTISANAL PIECES

SUCH AS THE IRON DINING ROOM TABLE AND



Swarovski has givan th« aii7
mastar badroam structura

ith intricately painted detailsW

on the closet doers and a
bevy of patterned Portuny fabrics
on the bad. The lamps are
Chinese cloisonne. BPor th^ 
terrace overlooking the Marina 
PiccoU, Swarovski designed 
irorf-frame daybeds and a stone- 
and inlaid-marble coffee table.
Shopping, see back of book.

and tron-and'glass tables. The dining area is appointed with a custom-made Murano 
glass chandelier, several dozen antique Venetian gla-sscs, and other collections, includ
ing a group of eighteenth-century Chinese vases. Sw'arovski designed the iron-and- 
glass coffee tables, the dining room chairs, and the terrace furniture.

er ta.ste is impeccable,” says Maurizio Siniscalco. He runs a well-known 
antiques shop in Capri and furnished Swarovski wirh several pieces, 
including a set of nineteenth-century mubiU dclkgrotte chairs. These 
are rustic pieces resembling giant seashells that were commissioned 
by the court of Ludwig II ofBavaria.

The mix of artisanal and antique furniture is a hallmark of Swarovski s stvlc that 
is much admired on the island. The many paintings, several of them by Swarovski, 
and the dominant colors of the house (various shades of peach and coral) help to 
e,stablish the serene mood that prevails here. Dinner parties are held by candlelight 
on the terrace overlooking the sea. “She makes very beautiful events,” says her 
friend Tana Ruffo di Calabria. “She is true to her own vision.”

In some wavs, Capri seems far from the busv routines of northern Europ>c. This 
year at the Milan furniture fair, the Swarovski company premiered chajideliers by 
some of the great names in modern design: Matali ('rasset, Ron Arad, Gio Ponti. 
It was an exciting moment for a company that clearly derives much of its creative 
force from Fiona Swarovski’s interludes on the island oasis of Capri.

1-1
□
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The terrace WITH ITS
COMFORTABLE FURNITURE DESIGNED BY

SWAROVSKI, IS THE SETTING FOR CANDLELIT

DINNERS OVERLOOKING THE BAY OF NAPLES



With her grassroots movement poised for media 
Butters, the entrepreneurd,overloa

Th* beautiful Patous* region
of Idaho, this page, with its
dangerous dep

dl —' - rtWWilLrf-ferming. is also _
endenc* on

home to MaryJane 6uHers*s
smaH but mighty experiment
with sustainable agriculture.
■ Butters, opposite page.
aims to grow organic farmers
along with organic crops.

written by Elizabeth PochooaPRODUCED BY STEPHEN ORR
J





Her mission is to make it easy for
people—especially rural working-
class people—to reconnect with the
sources of good food and good life.
So why wouldn’t she use every tool
available to her? If success means
that she has had to brand herself.
that’s also okay, because there really
is a Maryjane behind the name. She
may not always wear the trademark

includ«t.Th* Maryji it*rpri)
elockwit* from top loft, a Itno of

txcollont organic foodi that aro oa«y to
proparei varWtioa of gaHk; rhubarb; happy

hant; a magazino; groans that can
bo ordorod by mail; and a lively group

of friends and workers, overseen by
Butters’s husband, Nick Ogle, standing at

left, and Butters, seated at right, who
keep the farm on course.
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Butters has taken
tool of keting andmarevery

publicity and made it reinforce
E. F. Schumachers view 

II is beautifulthat u
sma

suspenders and the lonjj braid (though she frequently does), and 
she may no longer answer all her e-mails, phone calls, and let
ters personaJlv (although someone will), but the farm and the 
business still operate on an intimate scale.

And, she insists, they alw'ays will. That and the quality of her 
products arc the real trademark. The personal touch begins 
at the farm, where she and her husband, Nick Ogle, a soulful 
native of the land that surrounds Butters’s tiny plot, employ 
about 14 hill-time people, most of whom are l(K-aI folk fired with 
optimism about sustainable agriculture. They work on the gar
dens, the magazine, or the book, or they help package the 
organic foods. If the ^^+^ole operation invites comparison with 
Martha Stewart, the analogy stops vdierc the emphasis on the 
real, human souls at MJF begins. Butters knows that she has 
reached her personal tipping point, and she worries a little 
about the consequences of success, Wliat is likely to protect her 
from a backlash is the community she has created. As we talk 
about people like Julie Bell from South ('.arolina, who docs the 
food styling and the sewing projects for the magazine, or Carol 
Hill from Moscow, Idaho, who designs it, Butters admits that 
when she stop.s to consider how much all these people have 
helped her with her dream she is overcome. “All I can do in 
return,” she says finally, “is to help them with theirs.”

Dreams are Maryjane Butters’s business, and she has always 
pursued them without pausing to consult conventional wis
dom. In 1993 when she needed money for her business, she fig
ured out how to do her own public stock offering and raised 
$500,000 from 25 investors. The initial dividends were paid in 
the form of the farm’s products. To close the circle of business, 

and farm. Butters invites her investors to the farmmagazine
to do a little hoeing and often profiles them in the mi^azine.

I ler approach to journalism i.s equally inventive. The maga
zine promotes the Maryjane 
line of foods and tells readers

In h*r to sproad 
th« word, Buttors hat croatod 
Farm Stays for poopia who 
want to coma to tha farm 
and laarn by workini thara. 
To accommodate them, she 
has built a few comfortable 
wall tents heated by 
woodstoves and furnished 
in the best Maryjane 
fashion with iron bedsteads, 
old quilts, and a few good 
books and magazines.

how to make quick nutritious 
meals with them. It also draws 
attention to produce made by 
other rural businesses. There are 
plenty of reader testimonials, 
how-to projects, inspirational 
poems and essavs, news bits, and 
homemaking rips. There are 
no ads and no subscribers; some 
features are (Cont. on page i ij)
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THE ELEMENT OF
SURPRISE
Self-sowed plants, unusual

VEGETABLE COMBINATIONS, AND 
THE HAPPY ACCIDENTS OF NATURE
THRIVE IN TWO GARDENS TENDED 
BY COLLEAGUES IN GARDEN DESIGN
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RIDDLE AND GUERRA
ENJOY WRAPPING
A ROMANTIC
ENTANGLEMENT OF
ANNUALS WITHIN A
BRACING FRAMEWORK



ou and I might think they
are weeds, but Dean Riddle

and Dominic Guerra know
that the seedlings popping up

all over their gardens are "vol
unteers.” Conventional gardeners

. / pinch all the aging blossoms off
their annuals to keep the plants from
going to seed. Riddle and Guerra know
that letting a few flowers mature can
give the beds an exceptional lushness.

Thev let the seeds fall here they may, thenw
edit the resulting volunteers the next spring.
Self-sowed seedlings, the two garden design
ers insist, grow more vigorously than trans
plants from the nursery. Riddle and Guerra
also savor the element of unpredictability, of
never knowing quite what their gardens will
choose to do each year.

Besides their taste for upstarts, Riddle and Guerra also share a professional relationship. 
Two years ago, Guerra came to work for Riddle in the garden design business he operates ir. 
Phoenicia, New York. "I le's a natural.” Riddle says. Guerra had no previous professional expe
rience in horticulture, but had gardened intensively since his childhood on a south Texas form.

Guerra thoroughly understood Riddle's style, for the house he moved to in the fall of 2001 
had previously belonged to one of Riddle's clients. Finding the garden neglected, Guerra set 

work refurbishing it. He preserved the framework of the geometrically arranged beds and 
learned to work in Riddle’s style of planting— the romantic entanglement of annuals wrapped 
with a framework of perennials. clipj>cd box, and flowering shrubs.

Yet, as Riddle himself emphasizes. Guerra quickly developed his own vocabulary. He has 
demonstrated a taste for the emphatic—head-high tirhonias and purple-leaved castor beans 
are a favorite combination —but he knows howto temper it with subtler

in
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One of the distinctive characteristics of Riddle’s original planting had been the intermin
gling of vegetables with the flowers. CTuerra adopted this practice with special enthusiasm. 
He ha-s embroidered the garden with red- and blue-leaved kales, red cabbages, and pole beans 
raised on tripods above “skirts” of lettuce. His love of the edible, he says, is something he 
inherited from his parents.

Legacies also loom large in Riddle's own garden, a few miles away. Raised in South Carolina, 
he remembers his grandmother gardening with a broom—a “swept yard" with beds surrounded 
by bare packed earth is an old, though increasingly rare, tradition in the rural South. Riddle 
has used the same technique in his back garden, making paths that look like ribbons of pink 
terra-cotta. He also shows a countryman’s 
thrift in his reliance on simple materials: he 
has framed his beds w'ith cobbles from the 
creek and fashioned an eccentric and elegant 
picket fence from saplings and sticks.

iddle also learned his reliance on 
self-sowed plants from southern 
cottage gardeners who don’t like 
to resort to catalogs. By con
trast, he values the volunteers 
for the continuity they give a 

garden. The self-perpetuation nor only cre
ates a link from year to year but also, as the 
volunteers spread, from one area of the gar
den to another. Besides, he has learned that 
annuals teach you something about a plot. 
Plant the garden mostly with annuals the 
first year. Riddle explains, and watch how

THE
GUERRA
GARDEN
The fenced garden 
plot, opposite page, is 
an inspired jumble, 
including large-leaved 
nicotiana and Cannes at 
lower left, and castor 
beans. Bright orange 
tithonia and yellow 
sunflowers, far right, 
mingle with the coleus 
and ornamental grasses. 
Tall tomato vines 
scramble on twig 
towers. ■ Vegetables 
such es this glaucous- 
leaved cabbage, 
above, are mixed with 
ornamental plants 
like magenta iresine 
above it and Leueephyta 
brownii below.
■ Dominic Guerra, 
left, stands next to a 
towering caster bean.
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canna at tha top 
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ttaira. ■ Tha raar gata 
of tha gardan. abova, 
right, it built into a 
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a* a gardan thad and 
a thadad saating araa.

they perform. The contrasting growth of different specimens will tell you where 
the moist spots are. which areas are sunny and which are shady, where the frosts 
strike first. Armed with this knowledge, you’ll know betrer the next year where 
to put costly perennials, shrubs, and trees.

Riddle treasures certain fine perennials: a Veronkustrum whose buds blush 
suggestively pink, a variegated Solomon’s seal, “that white Japanese 
These, too, Riddle cultivates on his own terms. He points to the golden feverfew' 
that Ilortus Third (the classic plant encyclopedia) says is perennial but that Riddle 
treats as a biennial. He lets it self-sow, overwinters it, watches it bloom, then pulls 
out the ones that go to seed. First, though, he makes sure of a return pert'ormance, 
“I take the .seeds.” he says, flinging his arms wide, “and I throw them.”

e do handmade gardens,” R iddle says. 11 is method requires 
/ / intimate knowledge of the plants and enough time and patience 
.7 to really look. Squatting quickly, he identifies the merest sprout, 
/ greeting ImpatknsglanJuJiferj. a favorite kochia, and Nkotiatui 

langsJvrjfii all bv name. Ultimately, however, it isn’t the technical 
skills so much as the over-the-top enthusiasm of Riddle and (iuerca 

that sets their garden style. “I was mad for coleus last year,” Guerra confides. “Ir 
was," he says of last year’s garden, “a Mexican salvia explosion.”'rhat was then. 
What happens next not even the two gardeners know, When gardens plant them- 
.selves, ;dl that is certain is that they will never twice be the same.

anemone.
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PHOTO CREDITS
Page 24, table setting photos (.3) courtesy 
David E. Monn. Hotel silver, Mark Weiss. Page 25. 
Champagne, breakfast tray, napkin.s. and 
book, Mark Weiss. Centerpiece, courtc.sv David 
E. Monn. Trivet, Gail Albert I lalahan. 

CORRECTION
July 2004, pages 124-125: landscape design by 
Ochme, van .Sweden Sc Associates, Inc., Wa.shington, 
DC- 202-546--575.

■ The preceding is a Ibt of some of the products, 
manufacTurer.s, distributors, retailers, and approximate 
list prices in this issue oi'ffause & While
extreme care is taken to provide correct information, 
House & Garden cannot guarantee information 
received from sources. All information should be 
venlied before ordenng any item. Antiques, one-of- 
a-kind pieces, discontinued items, and personal 
collections mav not he priced, and some prices have 
been excluded at the request of the homeowners.

— PRODUCED BY JE.SSE WILL
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AJJ retail «iurce.s follow'. If a company is not li-sted 
under its corresponding page number, see Sources 
Through Architects and De.signers Only.
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Raynaud Oi.stobal fish plates. Este porcelain, 
and Saint loui.s Apollo (fold ghusswure Isimilar),
.Scullv & .ScuUv. 800-223-3717- 

TABLC OF CONTENTS Pag** \t. 16 
Page 12. fabrics, from tup; Wntertlower hy Victoria 
I lagan. Pollack 8c A.ssociates; Ferns and ( lawthornc. 
both by Alan Campbell, Quadrille; Grass, ikeh 
Rawlin.son Studio. Page 16, lump, segusoveiridarre.ir. 
Vase, sculpture, Homer, NYC. 212-744-7705. 

DOMESTIC BLISS Pag** 23-40 
I^c ij. David E. Monn. 212-242-2009. (ilfl.ssware, 
Nason & .Moretti. nasonmorertui. Vintage Limoges 
parcelAin. liardith, NYC. 212-737-3775. Pages 24-25, 
Collcaion Regards porcelain, Hergdorf Goodman. 
800-218-4918. Mint julep cups, rwoscompany.aim. 
Vintage Limoges porcelain, Barditlv Breakfast 
rray:Sptxie Imperial ware cup and saucer, Juliska 
(iapudne Spir.al glass. Gicn Alice eggeup. estate 
silver creamer, F'ina sterling fivc-piece place setting, 
all Michael C. Finu, 800-289-3462. Bagatelle teaptit, 
Pavilion C'.hnstoflc. 877-728-4556. (iicn faience 
plate, Yves Oclurmc. 800-322-3911. Library Stripe
mini-salt .md pepper shakers, kjtespude.com.
Pages 26-27, DScF Workroom, NYC. 212-352-0160. 
Min chair in Viktona fabric in blue. Country 
■Swedish. Page 40. (iateiui Mcndu/4i. samswine.com. 
Caaa Lapastolle, slierrv Ichroami.com. Terraaas 
de los Andes Alto Mendoza, Park Avenue 
LiquorShop, NYC. 212-685-2442. Vina Errazuriz, 
through K8cD Wines. .NYC. 212-289 1818. Hora.s 
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In CA, 310-234-8800. Jonathan Aillcr sweaters, 
lutzandpatmus.coffl. MiUic handbag, S285, 
angclaadam.s.com. gagosian.com. strandbixiks.com. 
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Page 6i.qumzcandmilan.tv 

CELEBRATING...GREAT DESIGN Pag* 6S 
l..efrphoto similarMuranogla.vsgoblct> 
by .SegusoViro. Barneys New York. 212-826-8900. 
Right photo: glassware. |ulbka.com. Plates, 
Romancing Provence, NYC 212-481-98'^.

ROGUE ELEGANCE Pag** 66-73 
Richard Mtshaan [>sign LLC, NYC 212-223- 
-502. Pages 66-67, Niki dc .Saint Phallc. Gimpel 
WcitzcnhoftcrCialkry, NYC. 212-925-6090. 
AlexanderCalder. Pacc^X'ildeastCln. NYC, 212-421 
.3291. Pages68-69, Homer, NYC- 2i2-?44 7705. 
Similar cofFee tables. R 20th Onniry, NYC. 212-343- 
-S379. Wishbone sculpture, Charles Price at Homer. 
Pillow fabric, similar to Rninschwig 6c Fils' Leopard 
Velvet. Sofa covered in Donghia mohair. Louise 
Ncvclson, PaceWlkleastcin. Pages 70-71. Chnstic's. 
NYC 2t2-546-iooa rovalcopenha^acom. Pages 
72-73. scgusovcrndartc.it. cbn.nophmpirznwJJcrram. 
MJchaclian6r Kohlbrrg, NYC. 212-431-9009- 
Ijmpard carpet. Stark.

MISSION ACCOMPLISHED P*g** 7A-61 
Alan Wanzenbetg, NYC. 212-489-7840. Ihigc 75. 
hlenkogjass.com. Vintage BIcnko gla.ss, R 20th 
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Iralia. bebiralia.it. Louise Fishman, Cheim &
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A.M. Collcctioas. Pottery, iinweinberg.com.
Pillow fabrics, johnrobshaw.com. Pages 78-79, 
Thomas .Moser, tbosmoscr.com. Antik, NYC. 
212-737-8642. vikingrangc.com. Pages 80-81, 
donzella.com. Isamu Ni^chi (lardcn Museum 
.Store, NYC. 718-721-2308. Quilt, Chelsea Editions. 
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Wixil pile carpet, Rirtcrson, Fl vnn & Marrin. 
Aftwork. Jett Perrone, (iheim Sc Read.

PRIME TIME P«g*s 82-67
Scon Sanders. LLC. NYC 212-343-8298. Page S3, 
Ralph laiuren. rlhomc.poin.com. 888-475-"6?4. 
crateandbarrcLcum. frctie.com. Piiluwca.se and 
porcelain jars. Decorum, Amagansett. NY. 631-267- 
4040. Shade in Bsuley St Gnfon's Saiur. Lamp. 
-Sentimento. NYC. 212-750-3111. Pages 84-85. 
William-Wavne & Co.. NYC. 800-318-3435. Pblips 
mirror TV. 954-389-8124. .Martha Stewart for 
Bernhardt. 888-5-MARTHA. Engbdi Country Antiques. 
Briiigehampton. NY. 631-537-0606. martin.schair.com. 
James Kicran Pint, East I-iampton, NY. 631-907- 
1018. Antique jaspe pitchers atop mantel and 
Wliodard rug, Wbodirc/ & Greensteui, NYC. 2f2- 
988-2906. Pages 86-87, rcstorationhardware.com. 
leckan Desigas, NYC 2i2-226-“226. French Country 
Living. 800-485-1302. Decorum, Amagareseit, NY. 
631-267-4040. Antique painted boxes and ceramic 
plate, Susan Parish. NYC. 211-645-5020. Cast-metal 
figures,Judith &Jamcs Milne, NYC. 212-472-0107. 
Boat, S95, Sail Classics. 800-652-3757, Pillowcase,
S8, Olive Lids. H77-656-5483. F'isher’sAntiqucs, 
Sagllarhor, NY, 631-725-0006.gamethiil.com. 
poncrvharnkids.com. prat tandlambcn.com.

HAPPY HUNTING Pages Bd-95 
Jackie Astier,NYC. 212-472-8888. Trim throughout, 
Benjamin Moore's White Dove, bcnjaminmoore.com. 
Klooring, councryfloors.com. C'.ustom Greek 
nutureshcs, Casa Nova I lomc, NYC. 212-639-9486. 
Pages 88-89, Bals.imo Anrkiues, Pine Pbiiis, NY. 
518-398-9066, Ian Mankln ticfungs, througli The 
C'.iKimut Caj., NYC. 212-539 194D, ('Jutndelicr and 
wall scoixx's, ca. i86o,Jaudcl Marie-Picnc, Paris, oti- 
33-1-4927-9921. Pages 90-91, Ralph lauren. 888- 
475-7674. rlhomc.polo.com. Sofas and stools, cu.siom 
by Le Decor Francais. NYC. 2u-73.j-oo32. Neo- 
Studio, Sag I larhor, NY. 631-725-6478. Sisaln4p.com. 
Vase, ionaihanadlcr.com. Pages 92-93. Lhe Rug 
Gompanv, NYC. 212-274-0444. Crate & Darrel. 
8oo-g6’-6696, Baybtrry, Amagansen, NY. 631-267- 
3000. ancttalica.com. Lamp, jamieyoung.com.
Bcei linens, nucouk.com. (glassware, juliska.com. 
Plates, fishscddy.com. Cn'stal pitcher. Tiffany 
&Ca 800-843-3269. Pages 94-95. luludk.com. 
marouk.com. Bronidcvc. Paris. 011-33-6-0766-2775. 
Laurence LengUrc, I’ans. oii-33-i-40n-9i4“
Gtilcnc des Lampes. Pares. 011-33-1-4020-1414. 
Aerosrudios.eum. lonathanaiDcrcom. Lampshades, 
bed skirt, and cushions in Ian Mankm Tickings.

SEA CHANGE Pag** 66-101 
.Swanjvski.com. Pages 516-97. Victn. 8oo-27”-5933. 
Images 98-99, similar Murann glaxs gtiblets by Sq;u!>o 
Viro, Barneys New Yixk. 212-826-8900. Pages 100- 
loi. bedspread and edge ofhcatftioard. Luciezia; 
bed skirt in Caincstrclh; lampshades in reverse side 
ofCanesTreUi; fmm pillow m Richelieu, all Ftxtunv 

NATURAL GROV/TH Pag** 102-107 
.MarvJancsFarm. 888-''50-6oo4- marvjancslarm.oig. 

THE ELEMENT OF SURPRISE Pag** IOd-115 
Kiddle and Ciuerta Garden Design. Phoenicia. N"Y. 
845-688--048.
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Fabrics: A.M. CxiUections. 212-625-2616. B. Berger. 
212-832-4160. Bailcy&Gnffin. through B. Betgct. 
Betgamo. 212-888-3333. Beth Rawlinsun Studio.

DESIGN CENTERS
Atlanta Decorative Arts Center No referral 
service,- not open to the public. 404-23M720. 
Boston Design Center De&igners on call; 
open to the public. 617-338-5062.
CuiCagO'S MERCHanoise Mart Only the 
kitchen and bath showrooms are open to the 
public. 800-677-6278.
Decorative Center Houston Referral 
service; open to the public. 713-961-1271- 
Los Angeles Mart No referral service-, not 
open to the public. 8oO-lamaRT4- 
New York's D & D Building Referral service; 
open to the public. 212-759-6894- 
New York Design Center Referral service: 
by appointment only. 212-726-9708.
San Francisco Design Center Referral 
service: open to the public. 415-490-5888.
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ARCHITECTURE NATURAL GROWTH SHOP HOUSE
(Cent, from page 6$) to get advice on how 
the new building should work.

For all their i maginative proposals — 
from replacing the usual catalog and 
reference area with a multimedia “mix
ing chamber” tor more qDen-cnded ways 
of locating information, to the use of 
radio frequency identification to prevent 
theft and speed book sorting—one of 
their central ideas was also one of the 
most traditionally rational. To maintain 
the Dewey decimal system in an unin
terrupted flow—always a problem in 
buildings that can’t be expanded sequen
tially—publications are organized along 
a rectangular ramp system called the 
books ^iral, which extends through five 
levels of the ii-story structure- “Our 
logic,” Jacobs says, “is that you never can 
predict at what rate subjects grow. Who 
knew twenty years ago that the Middle 
F-ast section would need to be so big?”

Tlie books spiral is similar to the gently 
inclined circulation within Koolhaas’s 
Rotterdam Kunsthal of 1987-92. a 
changing-exhibition gallery with con
tinuous spaces that carry visitors along 
without their consciously changing lev
els. In the Seattle spiral, inexpensive 
but highly effective ceiling panels of 
colorless striated plastic above the 
bookshelves diffuse artificial light and 
give an even glow, the opposite of the 
customary stygian librarv' stacks.

The predominant feeling throughout 
is one of strong color and diffused 
luminosity, and though light is often 
.seen as the enemy of books, in terms of 
preservation, the damaging effects of 
exposure have been carefully consid
ered and controlled. The fact that the 
skies of Seattle are overcast for much of 
the year is another reason the building’s 
rransparenev’works so well.

The lozenge-shaped panes of the 
library’s glass skin, with fine metal fixed 
inside them, filter sunlight and aid in 
energy conservation. The glas.s walls 
of the multilevel atrium at the heart of 
the structure convey natural illumina
tion even farther into the depths of the 
building. With economv and elegance, 
Koolhaas throws new light on his subject. 
which rums our to be not just a library, 
but a model of how to make a rousing 
noncommercial public space in an age 
when the shopping mall often seems 
America’s defining building type.

(Com. from page 106) ttcyQ\fi<\ from issue 
to issue; “regular” columns may or may 
not appear; and readers arc encouraged 
to help increase circulation: if they drop 
an issue off at their local store, thev arc 
reimbursed with another issue. It’s the 

' homespun touch again, but it can have 
large-scale consequences. After her mag
azine distributor warned her that Wal- 
Mart wouldn't be interested in carrying 
her publication. Butters called around 
until she got the name of a Wal-Mart 
executive who would talk to her, She fol
lowed up with an issue and a letter, and 
Wal-Mart was won over,

That’s a particularly impressive con
quest when you consider th;it if Mary Jane 
Butters ran the world, rural women 
would be .sewing aprons and cooking 
fresh vegetable tarts instead of shopping 
at Wal-Mart for fast foods and ready
made goods. Which is of course why she 
wanted her magazine in the big store to 
begin with. “The,se rural women are the 
forgotten people,” she says, but she liasn’t 
forgotten them. She wants to encour
age the ones who are already converts to 
her brand of quick healthy caring and 
domestic crafts and to convince those 
who are still microwaving junk and 
watching TV. She has rcfu.sed to do a 
tour when her book is published in the 
spring of 2005. Instead she hopes to take 
it into small towms and get together in 
women’s homes to explain how cooking 
and eating organically can be done on a 
tight budget. Don’t tell her that these 
people won’t read books. She’s certain 
they’ll read hers. After all, who else has 
bothered to reach out to them?

Will she go on TV to spread the word? 
Butters has invited her readers to give 
their opinion (they’re against it), and says 
that she may do a few guest appiearances 
and let it go at that. “TV has ruined 
people’s lives," she says. “ITiey no longer 
sew or go for walks. TV has done that.”

Although she is no longer a practicing 
Mormon, Butters has a powerful belief 
in the self-reliance and community spirit 
that allowed her working-class Mormon 
family to survive hard times, and she 
wants to pass this on. When you think 
about everything she has accomplished 
already, you wouldn’t want to bet against 
her success in transforming the way large 
numbers of Americans think about how 
they eat and live.

Crafty. Very crafty.
Over SOO eari^'to mid-Mntedi cemin period-iuAenBc l4bi Baures 

and howr parts. Call or via us onllnr for a free caialoftur.

-HEjlVENATIOr
888-401-1900 / rejuvenation.com
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A CALL FOR A NEW KIND OF CUBAN EMBARGO; 
THE TASTEMAKER EXPOSES A VILE CASE 

PAVLOVIAN PUPPY ABUSE;
PLUS, TROLLING FOR SALES WITH 
. RICHARD MEIER RENDERINGS
U BY Mayer Rus

Now, at the risk of violating mv professional 
code. I feel compelled to break the silence. This 
time, it’s personal! You see, there are few things 
that enrage me more than the mistreatment 
of domestic animals (especially dogs) by home- 
owners obsessed with the maintenance of their 
precious upholstery and fancy tchotchkes, 
During a recent hou.se tour in Tennessee—the 
owner wa.s a persnickety fop with a severe case 
oifolie desgrandeurs—\ came across an adorable 
but plainly distraught pooch shivering in a bleak 
corner of the kitchen. My affectionate over
tures were met with heartbreaking whimpers 
of confusion and terror.

The shameless homeowner explained that he 
had recently shackled his pet with an electric 
shock collar that curtails the dog’s movements 
by delivering a .small jolt when the animal 
attempts to cross the boundaries of an invisible 

fence. Guaranteed to be safe and humane by their manu
facturers, such devices are most often used outdoors, where 
they can prevent dogs from running away or darting into 
dangerous streets. In this case, however, the mincing Mengcle 
of Memphis had set up an insane matrix of indoor force fields 
to keep his dog out of certain rooms and away from the charm- 
le.ss, third-rate antiques they contained. The pitiful puppy was 
clearly traumatized by the unnecessary obstacle course—I 
assure you, gentle reader, that nothing in thi.s house of horrors 

valuable or beautiful enough to merit such extreme mca- 
of protection, I desperately wanted to relieve myself on 

one of the tawdrv settees in protest.
■ SPEAKING ovfoliedesff'Jtidcurs. architect RichardMeicr has 
designed yet another luxury condo building in New York, right 
next dt)or to the twin residential towers he recently completed. 
The (irccnwich Village neighborhood is quickly becoming a 
fancy feast of Meier-stvic modernism. The well-intentioned 
developers of this latest venture are trying to m.irket the apart
ments as “works of art" or “limited edition residences." Buyers 

illing to drop S2,5oo per square foot- more than double the 
average price for luxury Manhattan real estate—will receive a 
clear acrylic model of their new home, signed and numbered, as 
a closing gift. I wonder if this risible ploy worked on the people 

the (rerty (fentcr, near Lo.s Angcle.s. Perhaps Meier clinched 
the Si billion deal with rhe promise of a maquette mignon.

0 my good friends ar the State Department, I formally 
request an immediate crackdown on all decorators 
and architectural photographers who surreptitiously 
travel to Cuba. Perhaps vigorous enforcement of Cold 

War-era restriction.s will spare me from rhe design world’s 
fetishistic reverence for the glories of Old Havana. Enough is 
enough. Is there no publishing industry quota for lavish photo 
books that celebrate the decayed, noble beauty of Cuban 
architecture? (The latest entry in this category bears the 
decidedly unfortunate title Cuban Elegance.) Ar a cocktail parry 
a few weeks ago, I charted with a gaggle of silly decorators 
recently returned from the overworked i.sland nation. They 
rhapsodized about broken-down palaces (“You could do agreat 
show house thercl’O and once-glamorous hotels (“Ian Schrager 
should check it out!"). Needless to say. their romantic rever- 

unencumbered by dull sociopolitical realities. I think

T

was
sures

les were
the rime has surely arrived to give Cubapalooza a rc.st. Who’s 
ready for Afghani Elegance?
■ WHEN I SCOUT houses for the magazine, my job is to as.se.s.s the 
decorating, not the homeowners’ moral character. Occasionally, 
I meet rude, rebarbativc wretches who happen to have exquisite 
taste, but professional discretion (as well as libel law) forbids me 
from publishing details of their appalling behavior and .spiritual 
bankruptcy. The court of karma, not the Testy Tastemaker, has 
jurisdiction here. I must remain mute.
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ms A BIT OF A CONTROL FREAK.
With its innovative Independent Rear Suspension

.vailable AdvanceTrac' Stability Control System
Ford Explorer is readily equipped to deliver

precise handling on any road you travel. No wonder
Ford Explorer has been America’s most trusted

SUV 11 years running."*

FORD EXPLORER
fbrdvehicles.com or 1 -800-301 -7430

*Based on repurchue numbers among '93-’03 new vehicle buyers.



It d\dn t seem right to us, either.
With Fraud Early Warning, when we see uncharacteristic or suspicious

spending, we'll alert you and stop it. It's part o£ Citi’ Identity Theft Solutions,

That's using your card wisely. Call 1-8B8-CITICARD or visit citicards.com.

Live richly.*


